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BEFORE 
THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OmO 

In the Matter of the Application of Duke ) 
Energy Ohio to Adjust and Set the ) Case No. 10-1268-EL-RDR 
Annually Adjusted Component of its ) 
Market Based Standard Service Offer. ) 

COMMENTS 
BY 

THE OFFICE OF THE OHIO CONSUMERS' COUNSEL 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Office of the Ohio Consumers' Counsel ("OCC") submits these Comments 

regarding the proposed recovery of costs by Duke Energy Ohio ("Duke" or "Company") 

associated with the Annually Adjusted Component ("AAC") of its Market Based 

Standard Service Offer. The AAC collects incremental costs associated with 

environmental compliance, including a return of and on incremental investment in plant 

and associated operating expenses, homeland security, and changes in tax law. 

Duke filed its application ("Application") for recovery of AAC costs from 

customers on September 2,2010. The Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 

("Commission" or "PUCO") established a procedural schedule through an Attorney 

Examiner Entry dated September 29,2010, allowing parties to file comments by 

November 2, 2010. The Entry provides for a December 6,2010 hearing if issues cannot 

be resolved before that time. 



Duke's AAC environmental compliance cost collections are authorized through 

its electric security plan^ that the Commission approved under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(a), 

which states that the utility may collect costs "provided the cost is prudently incurred." 

R.C. 4928.143(C)(1) provides: "The burden of proof in the proceeding shall be on the 

electric distribution utility." Duke's electric security plan became effective January 1, 

2009.̂  

A hearing will be required because all of the issues in this case are not resolved. 

Some of the costs Duke seeks to recover in this case are associated with court orders 

issued to require Duke to address violations of state or federal environmental law. Some 

of these costs were incurred by Duke for not complying with state and federal 

environmental law during the 2000-2005 rate freeze. Other costs are penalties resulting 

from the Company's business decision to not comply with environmental laws and 

should, thus, be paid for by Duke's shareholders. These matters must be resolved at a 

hearing. 

^ In the Matter of the Application of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., for Approval of an 
Electric Security Plan, Case Nos. 08-920-EL-SSO, el al., Opinion and Order (December 17,2008), 

^ Id. at 40. 

^ The OCC's evaluation of the issues has been hampered by Duke's responses to discovery that has not 
been forthcoming. 



IL COMMENTS 

A. The Commission Should Not Permit Duke to Collect Capital 
Costs from Customers that Were Needed to Meet Notices of 
Noncompliance that Should Have Been Paid for by 
Shareholders During the 2000-2005 Rate Freeze. 

1. Capital Costs Associated with the 2008 Consent Decree 

The Company acknowledges that certain capital expenditures included in the 

environmental compliance net plant for the applicable year were required in part or in 

whole by two federal court issued documents.'* In the 2008 Consent Decree, the federal 

court resolved alleged violations at the J.M. Stuart Station ("Stuart") jointly owned by 

Duke and other defendants. The plaintiffs alleged that the defendants failed to undergo 

New Source Review and to install Best Available Control Technology for projects in 

1975.1980,1991,1993 and 1997 that were "major modifications," while the defendants 

argued that they were merely "routine maintenance and repair."^ Duke and the other 

defendants entered into the 2008 Consent Decree after tiie United States Supreme Court 

virtually eliminated the defense of "routine maintenance and repair" in New Source 

Review cases.̂  

The settlement agreement costs incorporated in the 2008 Consent Decree are 

neither derived from applicable environmental laws or regulations, nor are they remedies 

for violations of laws or regulations. Rather, the costs associated with the 2008 Consent 

Decree are parties' resolution of environmental noncompliance issues that occurred long 

^ Duke responses to OCC Interrogatory No. 12 and No. 14, Request to Produce 01-002, Attachment 1, 
referring to Sierra Club v. The Dayton Power and Light Company et. al. Civil Action No. 2:04-cv-905, 
United States District Court of Ohio Eastern Division, Consent Decree (August 7,2008) C7008 Consent 
Decree") and United States of America v. Cinergy Corporation, et a i . Case No. l:99-cv-01693-UM-JMS, 
United States District Court Southern District of Indiana Indianapolis Division, Memorandum Opinion and 
Order (May 29,2009) ('*2009 MO&O"), Attachment 1. 

^ 2008 Consent Decree at ̂ 86. 

^ Environmental Defense v. Duke Energy Corp,, 549 U.S. 561 (April 2, 2007). 



before the effective date of Duke's current electric security plan. These costs are what 

Duke should have been required to pay for environmental compliance during the 5-year 

generation freeze that existed from 2000 to 2005.̂  Duke's failure to pay to comply with 

environmental laws resulted in the 2008 Consent Decree costs, and customers should not 

have to pay for those costs. 

The costs that Duke should not be permitted to collect from customers are those 

costs associated with meeting the nitrogen oxide ("NOX") emission limitations wittiin 60 

days of the effective date of the 2008 Consent Decree and the costs associated with the 

lower limitations being met by December 31, 2010 and August 30,2013. The Consent 

Decree required additional NOX control technology on at least one unit. Low-NOX 

burners were installed on two Stuart units to meet the 2012 and 2013 limitations. The 

Company admits that low-NOX burners associated with this Consent Decree are in the 

current year costs.̂  

Duke and the other Stuart owners were also required to install flue gas 

desulphurization ("FGC") control devices for each unit by August 29,2009, with stated 

sulfur dioxide emission limitations. In addition, emission limits for filterable particulate 

matter had to have been met by July 31, 2009. FGD and particulate matter upgrades for 

Stuart are included in the company's current year costs, but the Company has not yet 

stated whether these Stuart upgrades are related to the compliance with the 2008 Consent 

Decree. Duke should not be permitted to collect costs associated with meeting any of 

these 2008 Consent Decree requirements. 

' In the Matter of the Application of the Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company for Approval of its Electric 
Transition Plan and for Authorization to Collect Transition Revenues, et al.̂  Case Nos. 99-1658-EL-ETP, 
Opinion and Order at 6 (August 31, 2000). 

^ Duke's revised response to OCC-INT-01-012, Attachment 2. 



2. Capital Costs Associated with the 2009 MO&O 

Costs of operating two continuous emission monitors at Beckjord should not be 

included in the AAC, but were included by Duke in the current year net plant.̂  The 2009 

MO&O ordered Duke to install and operate particulate matter continuous emission 

monitors on stacks that should have been installed in 1999 and 2000 at the Beckjord units 

1 and 2. Additionally, the Court ordered Duke to pay monetary penalties. ̂ ^ Tlie order 

resulted from a finding that Duke failed to meet the requirements of a previous 

Administrative Consent Order, which was effective 1998 through 2000.'̂  

The ordered installation and operation of the continuous emission monitors was 

not the result of applicable regulations, but again was the result of a judicial remedy. 

Duke failed to meet the requirements in 1998 through 2(XX). If Duke had made the 

investment when it should have to meet the requirements of the Administrative Consent 

Order, Duke's shareholders (and not its customers) would have had to pay for the 

investment because die costs would have been paid during the rate freeze period of 2000 

tiu-ough 2005. The Commission should not permit Duke to refuse to meet environmental 

requirements until after a rate freeze is over and then charge customers for payments 

made at a later date. 

Id. 

'"2009 MO&O at 55. 

' 'id. at 28. 



B. The Penalties that the Courts Imposed Upon Duke to 
Surrender Emission Allowances and to Shutdown Plants for 
Not Being in Compliance with Environmental Standards 
Resulted in the Loss of Valuable Emission Allowances, and the 
Commission Should Require Duke to Net the Value of the Lost 
Emission Allowances Against the Costs Duke Requests to 
Collect from Standard Service Offer Customers. 

1. Emission Allowance Losses Associated with the 2008 
Consent Decree 

The Commission should not permit Duke to collect the costs of penalties through 

the AAC that the 2008 Consent Decree imposed upon Duke for its noncompliance. The 

2008 Consent Decree required Duke "to surrender to a third-party non-profit corporation 

mutually selected by Plaintiffs and Defendants a total of 5,500 S02 Allowances."*^ This 

is a penalty or fine just like a monetary payment, and customers should not be burdened 

because Duke decided to not comply with standards in 2000. Duke's business decision is 

one for which tiie Commission requires shareholders to pay.* 

The loss of emission allowances is just like a monetary penalty against Duke 

because the Company expended additional money to make up for its loss. Duke can 

make up for the loss of the emission allowances by purchasing additional allowances, 

increasing the level of plant emission controls to reduce its emissions down to the new 

allowance level, or forgoing the sale of surplus emission allowances on the open market. 

The additional control technology need not be at the offending plant since allowances are 

transferable internally. The applicable year value of the lost allowances on the open 

'̂  2008 Consent Decree at 14. 

'̂  See, e.g., TelCove Operation, Inc. v. SBC Ohio, Case No. 04-1822-TP-ARB, Opinion and Order at 213 
(January 25, 2006); Vectren Energy Delivery of Ohio, Case No. 02-220-GA-GCR, Opinion and Order at 91 
(June 14,2005). 



market should be used in order to determine the reduction in Duke's chargeable AAC 

costs to take into account the cost of this penalty. 

The 2008 Consent Decree permits Duke and the other defendants to reduce their 

obligation to surrender the allowances if Duke invests in renewable energy.*'* Because 

customers pay Duke to invest in renewable energy credits, it is likely that Duke intends to 

use such renewable energy projects to reduce its obligation to surrender allowances. 

Surely, Duke should not be permitted to use customer-funded renewable energy projects 

to meet its compliance penalties. 

The 2008 Consent Decree requires that Duke be permitted to pay its penalties 

through renewable energy investments only if cost recovery is approved by the PUCO.'̂  

Because Duke can only use renewable energy investments as a substitute for the 

surrender of the allowances if cost recovery is approved by the PUCO, the PUCO should 

not permit Duke to collect costs from its customers for these renewable energy 

investments. Instead, Duke should be required to surrender the emission allowances to 

the third party as stated in the 2008 Consent Decree, and Duke shareholders should be 

required to pay for the loss of those emission allowances by crediting the AAC for tiie 

value of tiie allowances. 

2. Emission Allowance Losses Associated with the 2009 
MO&O 

The 2(X)9 MO&O also penalized Duke by requiring the Company to shut down 

the Wabash River plant and to surrender emission allowances,*^ As a result, Duke will 

"* 2008 Consent Decree al 14. 

'̂  2008 Consent Decree at 15. 

'^2009 MO&O at 50. 



be required to make up for the emission allowances the Company has lost from shutting 

down the Wabash River plant and from the Court order that it surrender emission 

allowances. Duke has included these costs in the Application, but the Commission 

should not permit Duke to collect the costs of those penalties from its customers. Instead, 

as stated in section (B)(1) above, the loss of emission allowances associated with the 

Wabash River plant and die surrender of emission allowances constitute a penalty 

resulting from a business decision to not comply with state and federal law. Such 

penalties should be paid for by Duke's shareholders. 

HI. CONCLUSION 

Some of the costs Duke seeks to collect from its customers are inappropriate or 

were imprudentiy incurred. Specifically, the Commission should not permit Duke to 

recover costs associated with capital projects Duke was ordered to, or obligated to, invest 

in based upon die Company's failure to comply with envu*onmental laws during the rate 

freeze years of 2000-2005. 

The Commission should not permit Duke to recover costs associated with 

penalties imposed upon Duke based upon its noncompliance with environmental laws. 

Duke's risk of noncompliance was a business decision, and the related penalties should 

be funded by shareholders. 



Respectfully submitted, 

JANINE L. MIGDEN-OSTRANDER 
CONSUMERS' COUNSEL 

d^M.i^ 
Ann M. Hotz, Gbunse!)of Record 
Assistant Consuitiers*X!ounsel 
Office of the Ohio Consumers' Counsel 
10 West Broad Street, Suite 1800 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3485 
Phone: 614-466-8574 
Fax: 614-466-9475 
hotz@occ.state.oh.us 
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Attachm^it 1 

Duke Energy Ohio 
Case No. 10-1268-EL-RDR 

OCC First Set Interrogatories Revised 
Date Received: October 25,2010 

REVISED OCC-INT-01-012 

REQUEST: 

For each applicable individual plant or project identified in your response to INT-4, what 
were each of the federal or state jiidicial or administrative orders, including consent 
orders, and settiements of Notices of Violations* occurring anytime in the past, AÂ iich, in 
part or in total, required the plants or project capital expenditures that are included in the 
environmental compliance net plant for tiie current year period of May 31,2009 to May 
31,2010? 

RESPONSE: 

Plant 
Project 
Code Project Name Work Order 

Beckjord 1 

Beckjord 2 

Stuart 

Stuart 

BJOl 1211 PM CEMS Monitor - Unit 1 

BJ021209 PM CEMS Monitor - Unit 2 

ST011212 Ul LowNoxBumers 

STCM1213 U2 LowNox Bumer & Feeder 

BJ011211X 

BJ021209X 

STC74432 

STU74622 

PERSON RESPONSIBLE: Peggy Laub 



Duke Energy Ohio 
Case No* 10-1268-EL-RDR 

OCC First Set Interrogatories Revised 
Date Received: October 2S» 2010 

REVISED OCC-INT-01-014 

REQUEST: 

For each applicable individual plant or project identified in your response to INT-5, what 
were each of the federal or state judicial or administrative orders, including consent 
orders, and settlements of Notices of Violations, occurring anytime in the past, which, in 
part or in total, required the plant or project capital expenditures that are included in the 
CWIP for current year period of May 31,2009 to May 31,2010? 

RESPONSE: 

See response to REVISED OCC-INT-01-012. 

PERSON RESPONSIBLE: N/A 



Duke Energy Ohio 
Case No. 10-1268-EL-RDR 

OCC First Set Production of Documents Revised 
Date Received: October 25,2010 

REVISED OCC-POD-01-002 

REQUEST: 

Please provide a copy of each order or settlement identified in your response to INT-12 
andINT-14. 

RESPONSE: 

See Attachments REVISED OCC-POD-01-002. 

PERSON RESPONSIBLE: N/A 
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Case No. 10-1268-EL-RDR 
REVISED OCC-POD-Ol-002 Aftacbmcnt 
Pf lSClof l 

Case 2:04-cv-00905-EAS-MRA Document 106 Filed 10/23/2008 Page 1 of 1 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF OHIO 

EASTERN DIVISION 

Simra Club, ct al. 

Plainti^, 

V. CASENO.C2-04-905 
JUDGE EDMUND A. SARGUS, JR. 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE ABEL 

Dayton Power & Light, Co^ et aL, 

Defendants. 

i2RD£B 

The Joint Motion to Enter the Consent Decree (doc. 105) is hereby GRANTED. 

ITlSSOORDEREa 

fO-AV^**^ 
EDMUNfiT A. SARGUS, JR. 
UNTTED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 



Case 2:04-cv-00905-EAS-MRA Document 102-2 Filed 08/07/2008 Page 1 of 40 
C]iseNo.]0-126a-EURDR 
Revised OCC-POD-01-002 attacliinciil 
Page I or 40 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF OHIO 

Eastern Division 

SIERRA CLUB and 

MARILYN WALL. 

Plaintiffe, 

THE DAYTON POWER AND LIGHT 

COMPANY, 

DUKE ENERGY OHIO, INC.. and 

COLUMBUS SOUTHERN POWER CO., 

Defendants. 

Civil Action No.: 2; 04-cv-905 

Judge Sargus 

Magistrate Judge Abel 

CONSENT DECREE 

DC0I:493001,8 



Case 2:04-cv-00905-EAS-MRA Document 102-2 Fiied 08/07/2008 Page 2 of 40 
Case No. 10-1268-EL-RDR 
Revised OCC-POD-QI-002 attachment 
Page 2 or 40 

WHEREAS, the Sierra Club and Marilyn Wall (collectively "Plaintiffe^ served 

notice of intent to sue lett^^ C'Notice Letters") dated July 21,2004, and July 31,2006, and filed 

a Complaint on September 21, 2004, and a First Amended Complaint on October 13, 2006 

(collectively, "Complaints**) against The Dayton Power and Light Company CT)P&L**), Duke 

Energy Ohio, Inc. ("DEO*') and Columbus Southern Power Company ("CSP**) (collectively 

"Owners") (all collectively referred to as 'Tartics**) pursuant to Section 7604(a} of the Clean Air 

Act (the "Act**) and 28 U.S.C. § 1331 for injunctive and declaratory relief and civil penalties and 

beneficial mitigation projects for alleged violations at the J.M. Stuart Station ("Stuart Station") 

located in Aberdeen, Ohio of: 

(a) the Prevention of Significant DetCTioration provisions in Part C of 

SubchaptCT I of the Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7470-79; 

(b) the New Source Performance Standards ("NSPS**), 42 U.S.C, § 7411; 

(c) Title V of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7661 et seq., and the Title V permit issued 

by the State of Ohio for Stuart Station; and 

(d) the federally-enforceable State Implementation Plan ("SIP*) for the State 

ofOhio; 

WHEREAS, Stuart Station is owned jointly by DP&L, DEO and CSP and is 

operated by DP&L; 

WHEREAS, in their Complaint, Plaintiffs allege, inter alia, that Owners feiled to 

obtain the necessary permits and comply with emission limits requu-ed by the Act for sulfiir 

dioxide C'S02"), nitrogen oxides ("NOx*"), and/or particulate matter ("PM") emissions fi^m 

Stuart Station, and that Ownears violated vanous operating permit conditions at Stuart Station; 

DC01:49300!.S 



Case 2:04-cv-00905-EAS-MRA Document 102-2 Filed 08/07/2008 Page 3 of 40 
Case No. 10-126S-EL-RDR 
Revised OCC-POD-01-002 attachaacnt 
Page 3 or 40 

WHEREAS, Owners have denied and continue to deny the violations alleged in 

the Complain^ maintain that they have bean and remain in compliance with the Act and die Ohio 

SIP and are not liable for civil penalties or injunctive relief; and consent to the obligations 

imposed by this Consent Decree solely to avoid the costs and uncertainties of litigation; 

WHEREAS, pnor to tiie initiation of tiiis lawsuit, Owners had installed low NOx 

biuners and selective catalytic reduction systons C'SCRs**) to achieve significant r^uctions in 

NOx emissions and had entered into a contract for the installation of flue gas desulfiirization 

systems CFGDs") that can achieve significant reductions in SO2 and PM emissions; 

WHEREAS, prior to and during this case. Owners operated their low NOx 

bum^^ continuously and operated theur SCRs only during tiie ozone season each year and 

Owners advanced their schedule for die mstallation of the FGDs; 

WHEREAS^ the Parties have negotiated in good &ith and have reached a 

setdement of the issues raised in the Notice Letters and the Complaints; 

WHEREAS, the Parties have consented to entry of this Consent Decree without 

trial of any issue, and without any adjudication or determination of liability; 

and 

WHEREAS, the Parties agree, and the Court by entering this Consent Decree 

finds, that this Consent Decree is fak, reasonable, and in the public interest; and that entry of this 

Consent Decree without fiirther litigation is the most appropriate means of resolving this matter; 

NOW, THEREFORE^ witiiout any admission of fact or law, and witiiout any 

admission of the violations alleged in the Complaints, Notice Letters and otherwise; it is hereby 

ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND AGREED as follows: 

DC0!:49300I.8 



Case 2:04-cv-00905-EAS-MRA Document 102-2 Filed 08/07/2008 Page 4 of 40 
Case No. 10-1268-EL-RDR 
Revised OCC-POD-01-002 altaehment 
Page 4 or40 

L JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. This Court has jurisdiction over this action, the subject matter hereui, and the 

Parties consenting hereto, pursuant to 2S U.S.C. § 1331 and Section 7604(a) of the Act. Venue 

is proper in die Southern District of Ohio under Section 7604(c)(1) of die Act, and 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1391(b), because Stuart Station is located in this district 

n . APPUCABiLrrY 

2. Upon entry, the provisions of this Consent Decree shall apply to and be binding 

upon the Parties, their successors and assigns. 

n L BEFENmONS 

3. "Boiler Operating Day** means, for each Stuart Station Unit, a calendar day 

during which Fossil Fuel is combusted at that Stuart Station Unit for at least eighteen (18) hours 

within such calendar day. 

4. "CEMS** or '̂ Continuous Emission Mcmitoring Syst^n" means, for 

obligations involving NOx and SO2 under this Consent Decree, the devices defined in 40 C.F.R. 

§ 60.2 and installed and maintained as requu^d by 40 C.FJl. Part 60. 

5. "Clean Air A<̂ * or "Act" means die federal Clean Ahr Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 

7401-7671q. 

6. "Consent Decree" or "Decree** means this Consent Decree. 

7. "Demand Side Managemenf or "DSM** means any and all end-user demand 

and energy efficiency and reduction programs and investments, including investments in smart 

metering and associated communications equipment, computerized software and billing systems 

necessary to implement DSM programs, but not mcluding distribution transformers and similar 

investments. 
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8. "Effective Date" means the date that this Consrat Decree is entered by tiie 

Court. 

9. "Emission Rate" means the number of pounds of pollutant emitted per million 

British thermal units of heat mput ("IbAnmBTTT), measured in accordance with this Consent 

Decree. 

10. "ESF* means electrostatic precipitator, a pollution control device for the 

reduction of PM. 

11. "Fiherable" particulate matter emissions are tiie particles tiiat are trapped by 

the glass filter in the fi^nt half of a sampling train, as measured tiirough U.S. EPA Method S or 

Metiiod 5B. 

12. "Flue Gas Desulfiirization Systran," or "FGD," means a pollution control 

device that employs flue gas desulfurization technolc^ for the reduction of sulfiir dioxide. 

13. "Fossil Fuel" means any hydrocarbon fuel, including coal, petroleum coke, 

petroleum oil, or natural gas. 

14. "Generation Emergency*' means the period of time starting when PJM issues a 

real-time "Primary Reserve Warning,** or when PJM requbes "Maxhnum Emergency 

Generation,** whichever is earlier, fbr the Control Zone which mchides Stuart Station and ending 

twelve (12) hours alter PJM cancels the Primary Res^ve Warning or Maximum Emergem>y 

Generation. "Control Zone," "Primary Reserve Warning" and "Maximum Emergency 

Generation" shall be defined as set forfli in the PJM Emffl-gency Procedures Manual. 

15. "Hourly Heat Input" means tiie hourly heal mput (expressed in mmBTU/hr) as 

measured by C£MS. 
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16. "Ib/mmBTU'* means pound(s) of a pollutant per million Briti^ thermal units 

of heat input. 

17. "Malfunction** means malfimction as that term is defined under 40 CJFJR. § 

60.2. 

18. *'MW*' means a megawatt or one million vratts. 

19. "National Ambient Air Quality Standards" or **NAAQS" means national 

ambient air quality standards that are promulgated pursuant to Section 109 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 

§ 7409. 

20. **Net Emissions Increase" shall have the same meaning as in 40 CJ'.R. 

§ 52.21(b)(3), as in effect as of the date of l o d ^ g of this Consent Decree. 

21. "Nonattaiiunent New Source Review" or "Nonattainm^it NSR** means the 

nonattamment area New Source Review program under Part D of Subchapter I of tiie Act, 42 

U.S.C. §§ 7501-7515,40 C.F.R. Part 51. 

22. "NOx** means oxides of nitrogen. 

23. "NOx Allowance*' means an authorization to emit a specified amount of NOx 

that is allocated or issued under the NOx SIP Call or any subsequent emissions trading program 

that replaces the NOx SIP Call that is applicable to Stuart Station. 

24. "NSPS" means New Source Performance Standards within the metming of 

Part A of Subchapter I, of tiie Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7411,40 CFJl. Part 60. 

25. "Owners'* means DP&L, DEO and CSP. 

26. "Ownership hiterest** means DP&L*s, DEO's or CSP*s legal at equitable 

interest m Stuart Station as of the date of lodgmg of this Consent Decree. 

27. "Parties" means Plaintiffe and Owners, 
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28. "PJM Intenxmnection, LLC** or "PJM" means PJM Interconnection, LLC or a 

successor or replacement to PJM, including another regional transmission organization or 

independent system operator to which Stuart Station may become subject 

29. "Plaintiffs** means Sierm Club and Marilyn Wall 

30. "PM*' means particulate matter. 

31. "PSD" means Prevention of Significant Deterioration within the meaning of 

Part C of Subchapter I of tiie Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7470 - 7479 and OAC 3745-31. 

32. "Renewable Energy" means wind power, solar power; new or increased 

hydroelectric power fi'om existing dams or locks; cooling towers or other water flows through a 

power plant; biomass, not mcluding landfill gas or municipal solid waste; fuel cells not powered 

by Fossil Fuels; and combined heat and power projects fiom an existing source of heat. 

33. "Rigid Type Electrodes" means a type of discharge electrode used in an ESP 

that consists of a central mast with pins attached used in corona generation. 

34. "Selective Catalytic Reduction System** or "SCR** means a pollution control 

device that employs selective catalytic reduction technology for the reduction of NOx emissions. 

35. "SO2" means sulfiv dioxide. 

36. "SO2 Allowance" means "allowance" as defined at 42 U.S.C. § 7651a{3): "an 

autiiorization, allocated to an affected unit by the Administrator of EPA under Subchapter IV of 

tiie Act, to emit, during or after a specified calendar year, one ton of sulfiir dioxide." 

37. "Stuart Station" means, fbr purposes of this Consent Decree, the four 

pulverized coal-fired units located at J.M. Stuart Station, located in Aberdeen, Ohio. 

38. "Stuart Station Unit** means any one of the four pulverized coal-fired units 

located at Stuart Station. 
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39. *Third Party Purchaser" means an entity that is not a subsidiary or an affiliate 

of an Owner. 

40. "30-Day Rolling Average NOx Emission Rate" for Stuart Station shall be 

expressed as Ib/mmBTU and calculated in accordance with the following procedure: first, sum 

the total pounds of NOx emitted fi*om each Stuart Station Unit during a Boiler Operating Day 

and the previous twenty-nine (29) Boiler Operating Days for each Stuart Station Unit to 

determine total Stuart Station 30-day pounds of NOx; second, sum the Hourly Heat Input to each 

Stuart Station Unit in mmBTU during tiie Boiler Operating Day and the previous twenty-nine 

(29) Boiler Operating Days for each Stuart Station Unit to determine total Stuart Station 30-d^ 

heat input; and third, divide the total Stuart Station 30-day pounds of NOx by the total Stuart 

Station 30-day heat input. A new 30-Day Rolling Average NOx Emission Rate shall be 

calculated for each new Boiler Operating Day. 

Owners may exclude emissions and Hourly Heat Input that occur during periods 

of Malfimction fix)m the calculation of the 30-Day Rolling Average NOx Emission Rate. 

41. "30-Day Rolling Average SO2 Emission Rate" for Stuart Station shall be 

expressed as Ib/mmBTU and calculated in accordance with the following procedure: first, sum 

the total pounds of SO2 emitted fi'om each Stuart Station Unit during a Boiler Operating Day and 

the previous twenty-nine (29) Boiler Operatmg Days for each Stuart Station Unit to determine 

the total Stuart Station 30-day pounds of SO2; second, sum tiie Houriy Heat Input to each Stuart 

Station Unit in mmBTU during tiie Boiler Opiating Day and the previous twenty-nine (29) 

Boiler Operating Days for each Stuart Station Unit to determine the total Stuart Station 30-day 

heat input; and third, divide the total Stuart Station 30-day pounds of SO2 by the total Stuart 
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Station 30-day heat input. A new 30-Day Rolling Average SO2 Emission Rate shall be 

calculated for each new Boiler Operatmg Day. 

Owners may exclude from the calculation of the 30-Day Rolling Average SO2 

Emission Rate emissions and Howly Heat Input that occur during Generation Emergencies 

declared by PJM Interconnection LLC ("PJM**) tiiat affect Stuart Station generation and 

emissions and Hourly Heat Input that occur during periods of Malfimction. 

42. "30-Day Rolling Average SO2 Removal Efficiency** means the perc^it reduction 

m the mass of SO2 achieved collectively by the Stuart Station Units over a 30-Boiler Operating 

Day period. This percent reduction shall be calculated in accordance with the following 

procedure. Step 1: calculate each Stuart Station Unit's percent of potential SO2 emissions to the 

atmosphere in accordance with the equation in 40 C.F.R. § 60.50Da(c); provided, however, that 

Owners shall not use the "as fired" fuel monitoring alternative in § 60.50Da(c)(3) and "Rf," 

Percent reduction from fiiel pretreatment, shaH always be considered zero. Step 2: multiply each 

Stuart Station Unit's percent of potential SO2 emissions to the atmosphere by its 30-day heat 

input, as calculated in accordance with Paragraph 41, and sum the results obtamed for each Unit 

Step 3: sum each Stuart Station Unit's 30-day heat input, as calculated in accordance with 

Paragraph 40. Step 4: divide the results of Step 2 by Step 3. Step 5: subtract the results of Step 4 

from 100 percent. A new 30-Day Rolling Average SO2 Removal Efficiency shall be calculated 

for each new Boiler Operating Day. 

Except as provided m Paragraph 55 of this Consent Decree, Owners may exclude 

emissions and Hourly Heat Input data fix>m the calculation of a 30-Day Rolling Average SO2 

Removal Efficiency to the extent that such data have been excluded fiY}m the underlying 30-Day 

Rolling Average SO2 Emissi<m Rate. 
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43. "Unif* means, solely for the purposes of this Consent Decree, collectively, the 

coal pulverizer, stationary equipment that feeds coal to the boiler, the boiler that produces steam 

for the steam turbme, the steam turbine, the generator, the equipment necessary to operate the 

generator, steam turbine and boiler, and all ancillary equipment, mcluding pollution control 

equipment and systems necessary for the production of electricity. 

IV. NOx EMISSIONS 

A. NOx Emission Controls 

44. Beginning 30 days after the Effective Date of this Consent Decree, Owners 

shall comply with a 30-Day Rolling Average NOx Emission Rate at Stuart Station of not greater 

than 0.17 Ib/mmBTU. Owners shall demonstrate compliance with this requirement beginning 60 

days after the Effective Date of tills Consent Decree. 

45. Owners shall mstall additional NOx control technology designed to reduce 

NOx emissions to 0.10 Ib/mmBTU or lower on at least one Stuart Station Unit by Decemb^ 31, 

2012. Owners shall provide Plaintiffs with copies of executed contracts for the installation of the 

additional NOx control technology within sixty (60) days after signing any such contracts. 

Information provided to Plamtiffe pursuant to this Paragraph shall be considered Confidential 

Business Information and shall be mamtained as confid^tial pursuant to Paragraph 128 of tills 

Consent Decree. Provided that the NOx control technology installed by December 31, 2012 

achieves an actual 30-Day Rolling Average NOx Emission Rate of 0.10 Ib/mmBTU or less at the 

Stuart Station Unit on which the NOx control technology was installed, Owners shall comply 

with a 30-Day Rolling Average NOx Emission Rate at the Stuart Station of not greats- than 0.15 

Ib/mmBTU by August 1, 2013, with compliance to be demonstrated beginning on August 30, 

2013. 
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46. If the actual 30-Day Rolling Average NOx Emission Rate achieved with the 

additional NOx control technology mstalled pursuant to Paragraph 45 is above 0.10 Ib/mmBTU 

at the Stuart Station Unit on which the NOx control technology was installed, tiien by April 1, 

2013, Owners ^all provide to Plaintiffs information regardmg the additional or alternative 

measures Owners plan for the remaining Stuart Station Units to achieve the 30-Day Rolling 

Average NOx Emission Rate requu^ in Paragraph 47. 

47. Beginning on Deccmbw 31, 2014, Owners shall comply with a 30-Day 

Rolling Average NOx Enussion Rate at Stuart Station of not greater tiian 0.10 Ib/mmBTU. 

Owners shall demonstrate compliance with this requirement beginning on January 29,2015. 

48. Beginnmg 30 days after the Effective Date of this Consent Decree, Owners 

shall not purchase any new catalyst for the SCRs at Stuart Station that has a vendor guarantee of 

a SO2 to SO3 conversion rate of greata* than 0 J%. 

B. Use of NOx Allowances 

49. Owners may not use NOx Allowances for purposes of complymg with the 30-

Day Rolling Average NOx Emission Rate requuements of Paragraphs 44, 45 and 47 of this 

Consent Decree. However, nothing in this Consent Decree shall prevent Owners from 

purchasing or otherwise obtaining NOx Allowances fix)m another source for purposes of 

complying with state or federal Clean Air Act requirements at Stuart Station to the extent 

otherwise allowed by law. 

50. Nothing in this Consent D e o ^ shall preclude Owners fiY}m bankmg, selling 

or transferring NOx Allowances allocated to Stuart Station Units. 

C. NOx Emissions Monitoring and Compliance 

51. In determming 30-Day Rolling Average NOx Emission Rates, Owners shall 

use CEMS in accordance with the provisions of 40 C J J t . § 60.49Da(fKl). 
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52. Except as provided in Paragraph 40 of this Consent Decree, in determinmg 

compliance with the 30-Day Rolling Average NOx Emission Rate requvements of this Section 

IV, Owners ^lall follow the procedures set forth in 40 CJFJR. § 60.48Da. 

V. SO2 EMISSIONS 

A. SO2 Emission Controls 

53. Owners shall complete mstallation of FGDs at each Stuart Station Unit and 

commence operation of each FGD upcHi Owners' final acceptance fin* commercial operation of 

that FGD. Owners shall operate the FGDs in accordance with good operating practices as soon 

as the FGDs are commercially accepted. 

54. Beginnmg on July 31, 2009, Owners shall comply ^ t h a 30-Day Rolling 

Average SO2 Removal Efficiency at Stuart Station of at least ninety-six percent (96%) or a 30-

Day Rolling Average SO2 Emission Rate of no greater than 0.10 Ib/mmBTU. Owners shall 

demonstrate compliance witii this requkement begmning on August 29,2009. 

55. If Owners demonstrate compliance with the 96% 30-Day Roiling Average 

SO2 Removal Efficiency requirement in Paragraph 54, Owners also shall comply with a 30-Day 

Rolling Average SO3 Removal Effksiency at Stuart Station that mcludes data obtained during 

periods of Malfimctions. This 30-Day Rolling Avenge SO2 Removal Efficiency shall be at least 

eighty-two percent (82%) fi^m July 31, 2009, to July 30, 2011, witii compliance to be 

demonstrated beginning on August 29, 2009, and shall be at least eighty-four percent (84%) 

beginning on July 31,2011, with compliance to be demonstrated beginnmg on August 29,2011. 

B. Use of SO2 Allowances 

56. Owners may not use SO2 Allowances for purposes of complying with tiie 30-

Day Rollmg Average SQ2 Emission Rate of Paragraph 54 of this Consent Decree or the 30-Day 

Rolling Average SO2 Removal Efficiencies of Paragr^hs 54 and 55 of tins Consent Decree. 
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However, nothing m tiiis Consent Decree shall prevent Owners from purchasmg or otherwise 

obtahung SO2 Allowances fix>m another source for ]Hirposes of complymg with state or federal 

Clean Air Act requirements at Stuart Station to the extent oth^^se allowed by law. 

57. Nothmg in this Consent Decree shall preclude Owners from banking, selling 

or transferring SO2 Allowances allocated to Stuart Station Units, 

C. SO2 Emissions Monitoring and Compliance Demonstration 

58. Except as provided in Paragraphs 41 and 42 of tiiis Consent Decree, in 

determining tiie 30-Day Rolling Average SO2 Emission Rate, Owners shall use CEMS in 

accordance witii the provisions of 40 C J Jl. § 60.49Da. 

59. Except as provided in Par^raphs 41 and 42 of this Consent Decree, in 

det^mining compliance with the 30-Day Rolling Average SO2 Emission Rate, Owners shall 

follpw tiie procedures set forth in 40 C J Jl. § 60.48Da. 

60. In demonstrating compliance with the 30-Day Rollmg Average SO2 Removal 

Efficiencies in Paragraphs 54 and 55 of this Consent Decree, Owners shall follow the procedures 

s^ forth in Paragraph 42 of tiiis Consent Decree. 

VI. PM EMISSIONS 

A. PM Emission Limits 

61. Begmning on July 31, 2009, Owners shall comply with a PM Emission Rate 

for Filterable PM eft each Stuart Station Unit of no greater than 0.030 Ib/mmBTU in accordance 

with Paragraph 62. 

62. By no later tiian July 31, 2009, and coirtinumg tiiereafter, Owners shall 

determme compliance with the PM Emission Rate for Filterable PM established m Paragraph 61 

via a stack test at each Stuart Station Unit performed pursuant to the requhements established in 

tiie Stuart Stattcm Title V permit usmg the reference and monitoring metiiods and procedures 
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specified in 40 C J.R. Part 60. Appendix Al, Metiiod 5 or Metiiod 5B (filterable only) as of tiie 

Effective Date of this Cons^t Decree. At Owners* option, subseqiwntiy EPA approved methods 

for measuring Filterable PM also may be used to determine compliance. Use of any particular 

method shall conform to the EPA requirements specified in 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A, or 

any federally ap[»roved metiiod contained in the Ohio SIP. Owners shall calculate the PM 

Emission Rate for Filterable PM fifom the stack test results in accordance with 40 CJP.R. § 

60.8(f). 

B. Upgrade of Existing PM Emission Controls 

63. By December 31, 2015, Owners shall complete installation of Rigid-Type 

Electrodes in the ESP at each Stuart Station Unit Upon completion of tiie requirements of this 

Paragraph, Owners shall provide notice to Plaintiffs. 

VIL PROHIBITION ON NETTING CREDITS OR OFFSETS FROM 
REQUIRED CONTROLS 

64. Emission reductions at Stuart Station resulting from compliance with the 

requhements of this Consent Decree ^all not be used in calculating a Net Emissions Increase for 

the purpose of obtainmg netting credit under the Clean Air Act's Nonattamment NSR or PSD 

programs, except that Owners may use emissions reductions resulting fix)m compliance with the 

requu:ements of tills Consent Decree for purposes of determinmg whether a Renewable Energy 

project results in a Net Emissions Increase under the Clean Air Act's Nonattainment NSR or 

PSD programs. 

65. The limitations on the generation and use of netting credits set forth in the 

previous Pan^aph 64 do not apply to emission reductions acltieved at Stuart Station that are 

greater tiian those requbed under this Consent Decree or tiiat are achieved earlier than the 

deadlmes imposed by this Consent Decree. For purposes of this Paragraph, emission reductions 
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firom Stuart Station greater than those required under this Consent Decree inchide emission 

reductions that result from compliance with emission lunits or control requirements that are more 

stringent than those limits imposed on Stuart Station under this Consent Decree. 

66. Nothing hi this Consent Decree precludes the emission reductions generated 

und^ this Consent Decree fix}m bemg considered by the State of Ohio or EPA as creditable 

contemporaneous emission decreases for the purpose of attamment, demonstrations submitted 

pursuant to § 110 of the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7410, or in determining impacts on NAAQS, 

PSD kicrement, or air quality related values, mcluding visibility, in a Class I area. 

Vra. ADDITIONAL COMMTTMENTS 

A. Allowance Surrender 

67. Prior to January 31, 2017, Owners will transfer to a thh:d party non-profit 

corporation mutually selected by Plaintiffs and Defendants a total of 5,500 SO2 Allowances with 

vmtage years between 2010 and 2016, except as set fortii in Paragraph 68. Bach Owner's 

Allowance transfer obligation pursuant to this Paragraph relative to the 5,500 SO2 Allowances 

will be proportionate to its current Ownership Interest m tiie Stuart Station, which is DEO: 39%, 

CSP: 26% and DP&L: 35%. 

68. Each Owner may reduce its obligation to transfer Allowances by performing 

''mitigation measures" consisting of investments in Renewable Energy beyond those investments 

to be made pursuant to Section Vin.B of this Consent Decree, For every one (1) Megawatt 

("MW") mvestment m nutigation measures made by an Owner prior to January 1, 2016, the 

amount of Allowances requhed to be transferred by that Owner shall be reduced by 60 

Allowances. 

B. Renewable Energy 
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69. By no later tiian December 31,2012, CSP will provide proof to Plamtiffs tiiat 

it has secured bmding long-term purchase power agreements or entered into alternative long-

term arrangem»its after May 1, 2008, to secure a total of 40 MW (nameplate rating) of new 

Renewable Energy generation C£̂ >acity, and DEO will {novide proof to Plaintiff that it has 

secured binding long-term purchase power arrangements or entered into alternative long-term 

arrangements after May 1, 2008, to secure a total of 60 MW (namqilate rating) of new 

Renewable Energy generation capacity. Once such proof is made, the Renewable Energy 

obligations under this Consent Decree are fulfilled. 

70. Implementation of the Renewable Energy obligations imposed by tiits 

Consent Decree is subject to CSP and/or DEO and tiie Renewable Energy project(s) obtaining 

required regulatory Approvals fiom the state public service c(»nmissions and from all other 

applicable regulat<»s, includuig Approvals necessary for full cost recovery through retail rates. 

For purposes of this Subsection B, "Approval** includes, but is not limited to, issuance of a final 

and non-appealable ordCT by the Public Utilities Conunission of Ohio ('*PUCO**), or equival^it 

regulatory authority in any of the states witii jurisdiction over CSP, DEO or the Renewable 

En^gy project, authorizmg a charge over and above current rates to fully recover the costs of tiie 

project, or otiier equivalent mechanians to fully recover the costs of tiie project that the Owner 

undertaking the project reasonably finds acceptable; all required permits, includmg federal and 

state envhonmental permits and local zoning and biulding certificates; and, if necessary, issuance 

of an order by the Ohio Power Siting Board or equivalent authcnity autiiorizmg construction of 

the project. Sierra Club retains the right to challenge compliance with tiiis Consent E)ecree 

regarding whether the PUCO, or equivalent regulatory authority in any of the states with 

jurisdiction over CSP, DEO or the ReneAvable Energy project, autiiorized full cost recovery of 
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the Renewable Energy project that the Owner undertaking the Renewable Energy project 

reasonably finds acceptable. Nothing h^ein lunits the l^al rights of any Party pursuant to this 

Consent Decree. CSP's and DEO's application to the appropriate regulatory authority shall 

contain terms regarding expected renewable resource capacity factor and/or price fluctuations 

based upon fluctuations in load served, as applicable. If CSP and/or DEO and the Renewable 

Energy project(s) have sought and are unable to obtam such Approvals fiom r^ulators in any of 

the states with jurisdiction over CSP, DEO, or tiie Renewable Energy iMroject(s), despite their 

timely, reasonable and good faith efforts, CSP and/or DEO shall have no fiirther obligation with 

respect to any portion of tiie Renewable En^gy commitments under this Cons^t Decree for 

which fuU cost recovery approval has not been obtamed. 

71. Consistent witii Paragr^h 69, CSP and/or DEO may, at tiicir sole diswetlon, 

satisfy their Renewable Energy obligations imposed by tills Consent Decree through the 

purchase of energy from the requisite amount of c^>acity or a commitment of csqiacity not 

previously used and useful whether owned, purchased or constructed. CSP and/or DEO will 

request a chaise over and above current rates to fully recover the costs of the Renewable Energy 

project(s) and if such Approval is not obtained pursuant to the en^r^ or capacity option chosen 

despite tiieir tunely, reasonable and good M b efforts, tiien CSP and/or DEO, as applicable, will 

have no further obligations under this Subsection B with respect to that portion of the Renewable 

Energy obligation represented by tiie applicable application. If such Approval is obtained but, 

subsequently, a court of competent jurisdiction determines that the PUCO is without the legal 

authority to establish such a full cost recovery charge, the Owner requesting the fiill cost 

recovery charge shall have no fiirther obligation with respect to any portion of the Renewable 

Energy commitments under this Consent Decree for which full cost recovery Approval has not 
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been obtained. Once CSP and/or DEO, consistent with tiieir good fiuth obligations in Paragraph 

70, have applied for cost recovery Approval sufficient to meet then- Renewable Energy 

obligations imposed by this Consent Decree either through the purchase of energy or a 

commitment of capacity, their Renewable Energy obligations imposed by this Consent Decree 

shall end and CSP and/or DEO shall have no requirement to meet such obligations tiirough the 

methodology, i.e., purchase of energy or capacity commitmwit, for which it has not made an 

application. 

72. Nothing in this Section shall prechide CSP and/or DEO fit>m relying on tiie 

investments made, or power purchase contracts entered into pursuant to this Consent Decree to 

demonstrate compliance with, seek renewable energy credits for, or otherwise satisfy the 

requhements of or participate In any federal, state or local statutory or regulatory programs 

regarding Renewable Energy or clunate change-related requhements. 

C. Demand Side Management (DSM) 

73. No later tiian December 31, 2008, DP&L shall file a request witii tiie PUCO 

for Approval to invest in and recover the costs of DSM projects and initiatives with the objective 

of reducing annual electric usage by 120 gigawatt hours C'GWh**) per year no later tiian witiiin 

the calendar year ending December 31, 2018; provided, however, that if DP&L is directed or 

requested by the PUCO or its Staff to defor the filmg date or to file the request as part of a more 

comprehensive rate plan or filing, DP&L shall promptly contact Plaintiff to discuss an 

alternative filing date. In no event shall DP&L file later than the date directed or requested by 

the PUCO. Upon Approval by PUCO for DP&L to recover its mvestment and lost revenues 

through rates above and beyond its current delivery rates, DP&L shall begm making its approved 

hivestment in such projects. DP&L shall implement DSM in accordance with the PUCO order. 
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For purposes of this Subsection C, "Approval** means issuance of a final and non-appealable 

order by the PUCO authorizing a charge over and above current rates to fully recover the costs 

and lost revenues associated with the DSM program or other equivalent mechanism to fully 

recover the costs of and lost revenues associated with the DSM project that DP&L reasonably 

finds acceptable. 

74. Implementation of the DSM obligations unposed by this Consent Decree is 

subject to DP&L obtaining required regulatory Approvals fiom PUCO, including Approvals 

necessary for DP&L to recover through rates the costs of such mvestment and lost revenues over 

and above its current delivery rates. Except as provided in Paragraph 75, if DP&L is unable to 

obtain such Approval fi'om the PUCO despite its timely, reasonable and good &ith efforts,, 

DP&L shall have no further obligations under this Consent Decree with respect to the proposal 

or unpleraentation of DSM investments. 

75. DP&L may request that the charge over and above current rates to fully 

recover the costs of the DSM projects and mitiatives be recovered fiom all customers takmg 

distribution service fi-om DP&L. However, If Approval is rejected based solely on a 

determination by the PUCO or a court of competent jurisdiction that it is without the legal 

authority to establish such a charge, DP&L shall not be released fi'om its obligations with respect 

to this Subsection C. 

76. As soon as practicable but no later than thirty (30) days prior to seeking 

Approval by tiie PUCO, DP&L shall share the programs, program design, and program 

implementation details that DP&L intends to submit to the PUCO with Plaintiffs and shall have 

at least one meetmg with Plaintiffs to discuss DP&L's mtended submittal to the PUCO. It is 

intended that, among other things, such a meeting would mclude schedulmg periodic follow-up 
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meetings at least once a year to provide further information to Plaintiff and solicit input from 

Plamtif^ regarding programs, program design, unplementation and resuhs. Information 

provided to Plaintiff pursuant to this Paragraph shall be considered Confid^tial Business 

Information and shall be mamtained as confidential pursuant to Paragraph 128 of this Consent 

Decree until DP&L makes its filing to the PUCO. 

77. The annual electric usage reduction goal set forth above is based on a base 

line demand and usage assuming a continuation of current usage patterns and trends in load 

growth and electric use per customer. Electricity usage reductions associated with third-party 

curt^hnent service providers licensed by PJM and opiating in the DP&L zone or associated 

with programs undertaken pursuant to federal mandates shall reduce the goal set forth above by a 

corresponding amount. 

78. Nothing herein shall be deemed to preclude a DP&L affiliate that is not 

subject to the jurisdiction of tiie PUCO fix}m offering DSM and other energy efficiency programs 

to DP&L customers or to electric consumers located m other service areas. 

79. Nothmg in this Section shall preclude DP&L firom relying on the investments 

made in DSM pursuant to this Consent Decree to demonstrate compliance with or otherwise 

satisfy the requirements of or participate in any federal, state or local statutory or regulatory 

programs regarding DSM or climate change-related requirements. 

D, Funds for Renewable Energy Rebate Program 

80. Within one hundred and eighty (180) days after the date of entry of this 

Consent Decree, Owners shall transfer to a tiiird-party non-profit corporation selected by 

Plaintiffs, with approval by Owners, which will not be unreasonably withheld, a total of 

$200,000 to provide rebates to consum^'s in Ohio for the purchase of solar hot water heaters. 
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Plaintiffs or the thhd-party non-profit corporation will seek to obtain additional fundmg for the 

unplementation of the solar hot water heater rebate program but, in any event, will ensure that no 

more than twenty (20) percent of the funds provided for under this Paragraph will be spent on 

implementation costs for the rebate program. For the purposes of this Paragraph, 

implementation costs shall include all overhead costs as well as educational efforts and 

subsequent verification of operability of the solar hot water heaters. Each Owner's monetary 

obligation pursuant to this Paragraph relative to the $200,000 will be proportionate to its current 

Ownership Interest in tiie Stuart Station, which is DEO: 39%, CSP: 26% and DP&L: 35%. 

£. General Provisions 

81. The obligations in this Section Vm are enforceable only against the mdividual 

Owner specified herein and are not jomt and several obligations of the Owners. 

IX. PERIODIC REPORTING 

82. Beginnmg sixty (60) days after the end of the first s«ni-aimual period 

following the Effective Date of this Consent Decree, continuing until termination of this Consent 

Decree, and excq)t as provided in Paragraph 83, Owners shall send to Plaintiff a semi-annual 

report containing information on the followmg: 

a. Hie actual 30-Day Rolling Average NOx Emission Rate for the Stuart 

Station, as calculated in accordance with Paragraphs 40 and 52 of this Consent Decree. 

b. The actual 30-Day Rolling Average SO2 Emission Rate for the Stuart 

Stetion, as calculated in accordance with Paragr^hs 41 and 59 of this Consent Decree. 

c. The actual 30-Day Rolling Avenge SO2 Removal Efficiency for the Stuart 

Station, as calculated in accordance with Paragraphs 42 and 60 of this Consent Decree. 
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d. The actual 30-Day Rolling Average SO2 Removal Efficiency for the Stuart 

Station, as calculated m accordance with Paragraphs 42 and 60 of this Consent Decree but 

including periods of Malfunction. 

e. The results of any stack tests for filterable PM for any Stuart Station Unit, 

if conducted during the semi-annual period. 

f. Any emissions or Hourly Heat Input data that are ê ccluded from any of 

the above calculations during the semi-aimual period. 

83. The requirem^ts of Paragraph 82 shall not take effect for the reporting of tiie 

30-Day Rolling Average SO2 Emission Rate and 30-Day Rolling Average SO2 Removal 

Effici^cies until skty (60) d̂ ô s after tiie end of the semi-annual period in v^ich the 30-Day 

Rollmg Average SO2 Emission Rate identified in Paragraph 54 and the 30-Day Rolling Average 

SO2 Removal Efficiencies identified m Paragraphs 54 and 55 take effect. 

84. Upon request by Plaintiff, Owners shall make available to Plaintiff the 

operator logs or computer printouts regarding boiler operations for days on which any Stuart 

Station Unit operates but does not meet the definition of a Boiler Operating Day. 

X. , RESOLUTION OF CLAIMS 

85. Claims Based on Actions Occurring Before tfie Effective Date. Entry of this 

Consent Decree shall resolve any and all claims of Plaintiff under the Clean Air Act relating to 

any actions taken by Owners at Stuart Station prior to the Effective Date, inchiding but not 

limited to those claims and actions alleged or that could have been alleged in the Complaints and 

Notice Letters m this civil action. 

86. Claims Based on Modifications After the Effective Date. Entry of this 

Consent Decree also shall resolve all claims of Pldntiffs for pollutants regulated under Parts C or 

D of Subchapter I of the Clean Au- Act, and under regulations promulgated or approved 
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thereunder as of the date of entry of this Decree, where such claims are based on a modification 

occurring after the Effective Date that tiiis Consent Decree ex|»essly duects Owners to 

undertake. The term ''modification'* as used in this Paragraph shall have the meanhig that term is 

given under the Clean Air Act statute as it existed on the date of lodging of this Consent Decree. 

XI. FORCEMAJEXJRE 

87. For purposes of this Consent Decree, a "Force M<geure Event** shall mean an 

event that has been or will be caused by circumstances beyond the control of Owners or any 

entity controlled by Owners that delays or knpedes compliance whh any provision of this 

Consent Decree or otherwise causes a violation of any provision of this Consent Decree despite 

Owners' reasonable efforts to fulfill the obligation. "Reasonable efforts to fulfill the obligation" 

include using reasonable efforts to anticipate any potential Force Mcgeure Event and to address 

the effects of any such event (a) as it is occurrmg and (b) after it has occurred, such that the delay 

or violation is minimized to the greatest extent possible. 

88. Notice of Force Marettre Events. If any event occurs or has occurred that 

may delay compliance with or otherwise cause a violation of any obligation under this Consent 

Decree, as to which Owners mtend to assert a claim of Force Mcffettrê  Owners shall notify 

Plaintiffs Ul writing as soon as practicable, but in no ev^t later than twenty-one (21) days 

following the date that the Owners first knew of the event or by the exercise of due diligence 

should have known, that the event caused or may cause such delay or violation. In this notice, 

Owners shall reference this Paragraph of this Consent Decree and describe the anticipated length 

of tune tiiat the delay or violation may persist, the cause or causes of the delay or violation, all 

measures taken or to be taken l^ Owners to prevent or minuni2:e the delay or violation, the 

schedule by which Owners propose to impl^nent those measures, and Owners* rationale for 
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attributing a delay or violation to a Force Mc^eure Event. Deftaidants shall adopt all reasonable 

measures to avoid or minimize such delays or violations. i 

89. Failure to Give Notice. If Owners materially foil to comply witii the notice 

requirements of this Section, the Plaintiffs may dispute the validity of Owners' claim for Force 

Migenre as to the specific event for which Owners have fiiiled to comply with such notice 

reqmrement. 

90. Plaintiff's* Response. The Plaintiffs shall notify Owners in writing regarding 

Owners' claim of Force Mcgeure within twenty (20) busmess days of receipt of the notice 

provided under the precedmg Paragraph. If the Plaintiffs agree that a delay in performance has j 

been or will be caused by a Force Mcgeure Event, the Parties shall stipulate to an extraision of J 

deadline(s) for performance of tiie affected compliance requirement(s) by a period equal to the 

delay actually caused by the event In such chcumstances, an appropriate modification shall be \ 
I 

made pursuant to Section XX (Modificaticm) of this Consent Decree. | 
i 

91. Dis^g-eement. If the Plaintiffe do not accept Owners' claim of Force j 

Mcgeure, or if the Parties cannot agree on the length of the delay actually caused by tiie Force 

Mcgeure Event, or tiie ©rtent of relief required to address the delay actually caused by tiie Force 

Mcgeure Event, the matter shall be resolved in accordance with Section XIII (Dispute | 

Resolution) of this Consent Decree. i 

92. Burden of Proof. In any dispute regarding Force Mcgeurê  the burden of 

proof shall be determmed m accordance witii Ohio law. 

93. Events Excluded. Unanticipated or increased costs or expenses associated 

witii tiie perftMinance of Owners' obligations under this Consent Decree shall not constitute a 

Force Majeure Event, 
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94. Potential Force Mtaeure Events. The Parties s^i'ee that, depending upon the 

circumstances related to an event and Owners' response to such circumstances, the kinds of 

events listed below are among those that could qualify as Force Majeure Events within the 

meaning of this Section: construction, labor, or equipment delays; Malfunction of a Unh or 

emission control device; natural gas supply interruption; acts of God; acts of vî ar or terrorism; 

and orders by a court, a government official, government agency, or other regulatory body acting 

under and autiiorized by applicable law that directs Owners to operate Stuart Station in response 

to a systemwide (state-wide or regional for the region that includes Stuart Station) Generation 

Em^gency. Depending upon the circumstances and Own^s' response to such circumstances, 

^ lure of a federal, state or local agency or commission to issue a necessary permit, license, 

{q}proval or ord^ may constitute a Force Meg'eure Event where the &ilure of the authority to act 

is beyond the control of Owners and Owners have taken all reasonable steps to obtam the 

necessary permit, license, approval or order. 

95. As part of the resolution of any matter submitted to this Court under Section 

XIII (Dispute Resolution) of this Consent Decree regarding a claim of Force Majeure, the 

Parties by agreement, or this Court by order, may m appropriate circumstances extend or modify 

the schedule for completion of work under this Consent Decree to account for the delay in the 

work that occurred as a result of any delay agreed to by Plaintiffs or approved by the Court or 

excuse non-compliance with any other requirement of this Consent Decree attributable to a 

Force Majeure event 

Xn. MALFUNCTION EVENTS 

96. If Owners intend to exclude a period of Malfunction, as defined hi Paragraph 

17, fiom the calculaticm of a 30-Day Rollmg Average NOx Emission Rate in Paragraphs 44,45 

or 47, tiie 30-Day Rolling Average SO2 Emission Rate in Paragr^h 54, or the 96% 30-Day 
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Rollii^ Average SO} R^noval Efficiency in Paragraph 54, Owners shall notify Plauitifls ui 

writing as soon as practicable, but m no event later than twenty-one (21) days following the date 

the Malfimction occurs. 

97. In the notice reqdred pursuant to Paragraph 96, Owners shall describe tiie 

cause or causes of the Malfonction, the measures takra or to be taken by Owners to minimize the 

duration of the Malfunction, the measures taken or to be taken by Owners to avoid recurrence of 

the Malfunction m the fliture, and the schedule by which Owners propose to implement those 

measures. 

98. A Malfunction, as defined in Paragraph 17 of this Consent Decree, does not 

constitute a Force Mcgeure Event unless the Malfunction also meets the definition of a Force 

Majeure Event, as provided in Section XI. Conv«wly, a period of Malfunction may be 

^(eluded by Owners fixnn the calculations of Emission Rates and Removal Efficiencies, as 

allowed under Paragraph 96 of tiiis Consent Decree, regardless of whether the Malfimction 

constitutes a Force Mcgeure Event. 

Xin. DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

99. The dispute resolution procedure provided by this Section shall be available to 

resolve all disputes arising under this Consent Decree, including any alleged breach of this 

Consent Decree by one of the Parties, provided that the party invoking such procedure has first 

made a good faith attempt to resolve the matter with the other party. 

100. The dilute resolution procedure required herein shall be mvoked by one 

party giving writtmi notice to the other party advising of a dispute pursuant to tiiis Section. The 

notice shall describe the nature of the dispute and shall state the noticing party's position with 

regard to such dispute. The party receiving such a notice shall acknowledge receipt of the notice, 
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and the Parties shall expeditiously schedule a meeting or telephone conference to discuss the 

dispute informally not later than fourteen (14) days following receipt of such notice. 

101. Disputes submitted to dispute resolution under this Section shall, in the first 

instance, be the subject of mformal negotiations among the Parties. Such period of infonnal 

negotiations shall not extend beyond thhty (30) calendar days fipom the date of the first meeting 

among the disputing Parties* representatives unless tiiey agree in writmg to shorten or extend this 

period. During the mformal negotiations period, tiie Parties may also submit their dispute to a 

mutually-^reed-upon ahemative dispute resolution ("ADR**) forum if the Parties agree tiiat the 

ADR activities can be completed withm the 30-d^ mformal negotiations period (or such longer 

period as the Parties may agree to in writing). 

102. If the Parties are unable to resolve the dispute through the informal process 

described above, the disputing party waives its rights to fiirther dispute the issue unless it files a 

petition or other filing wrdi the Court describing the dispute and serves it on the other Parties. 

The other party shall have forty-five (45) days after tfie receipt of the petition to file and serve a 

written response. The filmg party will tiien have fifteen (15) days to file a reply. 

103. As part of the resolution of any dispute under this Section, in appropriate 

chcumstances the Parties by agreement, or this Court by order, may extend or modify the 

schedule for the completion of the activities requhed under this Consent Decree to account for 

the delay that occurred as a resuh of dispute resolution or may excuse non-compliance with any 

other requirement of this Consent Decree that occurred during tiie dispute resolution period. 

Owners shall not be precluded fi:Y>m asserting that a Force Majeure Event has caused or may 

cause a delay in complymg with the extended CHT modified schedule or has resulted in non-
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compliance witii any other requhement of this Consent Decree, except as otherwise provided for 

hi tills Consent Decree. 

XIV, PERMITS 

104. Nothing in this Consent Decree shall be construed to alter or change Owners* 

obligations under Ohio law to secure a permit to authorize construction or operation of any 

device, includkg all preconstruction, constructicm, and operatmg permits required under state 

law. Owners shall make such application in a tunely manna-. When permits are required as 

described above, Owners shall complete and submit applications for such permits to the 

appropriate authorities to allow thne for all legally requhed processmg and review of the permit 

request, including requests for additional mformation by the permhting authorities. 

105. Notwithstandmg Pan^raph 104, notiimg in this Consent Decree shall be 

construed to require Owners to appfy for or obtam a PSD or Nonattainment NSR permit for 

physical changes in, or changes m the method of operation of, any Stuart Station Unit that would 

give rise to claims resolved by Section X (Resolution of Claims) of this Consent Decree. 

106. Prior to termmation of this Consent Decree, Owners shall obtam revisions to 

the Stuart Station's Titie V permh to incorporate the applicable emissions limitations and 

associated monitoring requirements for NOx, SO2 and filterable PM identified in Paragraphs 47, 

51-52,54-55,58-60, and 61-62 of tiiis Consent Decree. 

107. After the requirements identified in Paragraph 106 are incorporated into the 

Stuart Station Titie V permit, the Owners shall include these requirranents in any Stuart Station 

Titie V permit renewal applications unless the Stuart Staticm Units become subject to emissions 

limitations that are no less stringent than the emissions Ihnitations in Paragraphs 47, 54-55, and 

61 of this Consent Decree pursuant to a fed^til, state or local statutory or regulatory program 

that is enforceable under 42 U.S.C. § 7604. This Paragraph shall survive tiie termination of tiiis 
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Consent Decree and the Court shall continue to retain jurisdiction to enforce the requirements in 

this Paragnq)h until such time that the Stuart Station Units become subject to emissi(ms 

limitations that are no less stringent than the emissions limitations in Paragraphs 47, 54-55, and 

61 of this Consent Decree pursuant to a federal, stale or local statutory or regulatoiy program 

that is enforceable under 42 U.S.C. § 7604, or until such time that tiie emissions Ihnitations in 

Paragraphs 47,54-55 and 61 of this Consent Decree are incorporated into the Ohio SIP. 

108. Owners shall provide Plamtiffs with a co|:^ of any permit application required 

pursuant to this Section, inchufing any permit a]^lication to revise the Stuart Station Title V 

permit, to allow for timely participation in any public comment period on the permit application. 

109. If Owners sell or transfer to an entify unrelated to Owners (**Third Party 

Purchaser") part or all of their Ownership Interests in a Stuart Station Unit covered undra* this 

Consent Decree, Owners shall comply with the requirements of Paragr^h 113 with regard to 

that Unit prior to any such sale or transfer unless, following any such sale or transfer. Owners 

remsun the holder of the Titie V or otiier federally enforceable pennit for sudb fitcility. 

XV. NOTICES 

110. Unless otherwise provided herem, whenever notifications, submissions, (x 

communications are required by this Consent Decree, they shall be made m writing and 

addressed as follows: 

As to Plaintiffs: 

Pat Gallagher 
Director, Environmental Law 
Si^ra Chib 
85 Second Street, 2nd Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

PatGallagher@sierraclub.org 

and 
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Marilyn Wall 
515 Wyoming Ave 
Cincinnati, OH 45215 

marilyn.wall@env-comm.org 

and 

Robert Ukeiley 
Law OfRce of Robert Ukeiley 
435R Chestnut St., Suite 1 
Berea,KY 40403 

rukeiley@igcx)rg 

As to DP&L: 

ArUiur G. Meyer 
Senior Vice President 
Corporate, Environmental & Regulatory Affairs 
The Dayton Power and Light Company 
1065 Woodman Drive 
Dayton, OH 45432 

Arthurjneyer@dplinc.com 

With a copy to: 

Douglas C. Taylor 
Senior Vice President and General Counsel 
The Dayton Power and Light Company 
1065 Woodman Drive 
Dayton, OH 45432 

Doug.taylor@dplinc.com 

As to DEO: 

President 
Duke Energy Ohio, Inc. 
139 East Fourth Street 
Cincinnati, OH 45202 
Attn: Ms. Sandra P. M^^r 
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5pmeyer@duke-energy.com 

With a copy to: 

Chief Legal Officer 
Duke Energy Corp. 
P.O. Box 1006 
Charlotte, NC 28201-1006 
Attn: Mr. Marc E. Manly 

Marc.Manly@cmergy.com 

As to CSP: 

John M. McManus 
Vice President - Environmental Services 
American Electric Power Service Corporation 
1 Riverside Plaza 
Columbus, OH 43215 

jmmcmanus@aep.com 

Witii a copy to: 

Janet J. Henry 
Associate General Counsel - EHS 
American Electric Power Service Corporation 
1 Riverside Plaza 
Columbus, OH 43215 

jjhenry@aep.com 

111. All notifications, communications or submissions made pursuant to this 

Section shall be sent either by: (a) overnight mail or delivery service; (b) certified or registered 

mail, return receipt requested; or (c) electronic transmission, unless the recipient is not able to 

review the transmission in electronic form. All notifications, commurucations and transmissions 

(a) sent by overnight, certified or registered mail shall be deemed submitted on the date they are 

postmarked, or (b) sent by ovemigbt delivery service shall be deemed submitted on the date t h ^ 
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are delivered to the delivery service. All notifications, communications, and submissions made 

by electronic means shall be electronically signed, and shall be deemed submitted on the date 

that sender receives written or electronic acknowledgment of receipt of such transmission. 

112. Any party may change either tiie notice recipient or the address for providing 

notices to it by serving the other P^ies with a notice siting forth such new notice recipi^it or 

address. 

XVI. SAIJIS OR TIUNSFERS OF 0\VN£RSH[P INTERESTS 

113. If Owners propose to sell or transfer an Ownership Interest to a Thhd Party 

Purchaser, they shall advise tiie Third Parfy Purchaser in writing of the existence of this Consent 

Decree prior to such sale or transfer and shall send a copy of such written notification to the 

Plaintiffs pursuant to Section XV (Notices) of tiiis Consent Decree and to the Court before such 

proposed sale or transfer. Such notice shall be considered Confidential Business Information and 

kept as confidential by the Plaintiff m accordance with Paragraph 128 of tiiis Consent £)ecree. 

114. The Third Party Purchaser and remaining Owners may execute, and submh to 

the Court for approval, a modification pursuant to Section XX (Modification) of this Consent 

Decree making the Third Party a party to this Consent Decree and jointly and severally liable 

with Owners for all the requirements of this Decree that may be applicable to the transferred or 

purchased Interests. This Consent Decree shall not be construed to impede the transfer of any 

Ownership Interests b^ween Owners and any Thud Party Purchaser as long as tiie. requirements 

of this Section are met. 

115. If all of an Owner's Ownership Interest is to be transferred to a Third Party 

Purchaser, Owners and the Hiird Party Purchaser m ^ execute a modification that relieves the 

Owner transferring its Ownership Interest of its liability under this Consent Decree for, and 

makes the Third Party Purchaser liable for, all obligations and liabilities under this Consent 
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Decree. Upon approval of such modification by the Court, the Owner transferring its Ownership 

Interest to the Third Party Purchaser shall be relieved of any forther obligations with respect to 

this Consult Decree. 

XVn. NOTICE OF DECREE 

116. The Parties agree to cooperate in good faith in order to obtain the Court's 

review and entry of this Consent Decree. 

117. Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 7604(cX3), tius Consent Decree shall be lodged witii 

the Court and simultaneously provided to the United States for review and comment for a period 

not to exceed forty-five (45) days. 

118. If the United States does not object or intervene withm forty-five (45) days of 

receipt, the Parties shall submit a jomt motion to the Court seekmg entry of the Consent Decree. 

If the United States objects or intovenes in this proceeding, the Parties will work together and 

with the United States to determme whether this matter can be resolved witiiout further litigation. 

XVin. EFFECTIVE DATE 

119. The Effective Date of this Consent Decree shall be the date upon which this 

Consent Decree is entered by the Court. The Parties consent to entry of this Consent Decree 

witiiout fiirther notice except as provided in Section XVQ. 

XIX. RETENTION OF JURISDICTION 

120. The Court shall retain jurisdiction of tiiis case after entry of tiiis Consent 

Decree for puiposes of implementing and enforcmg the terms and conditions of the Consent 

Decree and adjudicating disputes under Section XUl (Dispute Resolution) until termmation of 

the Decree. 

DC0I:493001.8 3 2 
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XX. MODIFICATION 

121. The t^ins of this Consait Decree may be modified only by a subsequent 

written agreement signed by botii Parties. Where the modification constitutes a material change 

to any term of this Consent Decree, it shall be effective only upon approval by the Court. 

XXL GENERAL PROVISIONS 

122. This Consent Decree is not a permit. Compliance witii the terms of this 

Consent Decree does not guarantee compliance with all applicable federal, state, or local laws or 

regulations. The emission rates set ftxth herein do not relieve Owners fit>m any obligation to 

c<»np]y with oth^ state and federal requirements under the Clean Air Act at Stuart Station. 

123. Every term expressly defined by this Consort Decree shall have the meaning 

given to that term by this Consent Decree and, except as otherwise provided ui this Consent 

Decree, every other term used ui this Consent Decree tiiat is also a term under the Act or the 

regulations implementing the Act shall mean m this Consent Decree what such term means under 

the Act or those implementing regulations. 

124. All references in this Consent Decree to statutory or regulatory provisions by 

specific chation shall refer to the language of those provisions as they exist on tiie date of 

lodging of this Consent Decree. 

125. Performance standards, emissions limits, and other quantitative standards set 

by or under this Ccmsent Decree must be met to the number of significant digits in which the 

standard or limit is expressed. Owners shall round tiie thhd significant digit to tiie nearest 

second significant digit, or tiie fourth significant digit to the nearest thhd significant digit, 

depending upon whether the limit is expressed to two or three significant digits. For example, if 

an actual Emission Rate is 0.104, that shall be reported as 0.10, and shall be in compliance with 

an Emission Rate of 0.10, and if an actual Emission Rate is 0.105, that shall be reported as 0.11, 

DO01:49300l.8 3 3 
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and shall not be m compliance with an Emission Rate of 0.10. Owners shall rq)0rt data to the 

number of significant digits m which the standard or lunit is expressed. 

126. This Consent Decree docs not timrt, enlarge or affect the ri^ts of any party to 

this Consent Decree as against any third parties. 

127. This Consent Decree constitutes the final, complete and exclusive agreonent 

and understanding between the Parties with respect to the settiement embodied in this Consent 

Decree, and supersedes all prior agreements and understandmgs between the Parties related to 

the subject matter herein. No document, representation, inducement, agreement, understanding, 

or promise constitutes any part of this Consent Decree or the settl^nent it represents, nor shall 

they be used in construing the terms of this Consent Decree. 

128. Certaui information provided by Owners to Plamtiffe pursuant to this Consent 

Decree may be considered "Confidential Business Information.'* Any information that Owners 

designate as "Confidential Business Information" shall be mamtamed as confidential by the 

Parties consistent with the terms of tiie Stipulated Protective Order Regarding Confidentiality of 

Documents (Dkt No. 42) entered by this Court in this matter. 

XXn. SIGNATORIES AND SERVICE 

129. Each undersigned re^N^entative of the Parties certifies that he or she is folly 

authorized to enter into the terms and conditions of this Consent Decree and to execute and 

legally bind to this document the Party he or she represents. 

130. This Consent Decree may be signed in counterparts, and such counterpart 

signature pages shall be given full force and effect. 

XXm. TERMINATION OF ENFORCEMENT UNDER DECREE 

131. By agreement of the Parties or by the Court in response to a petition by a 

Party, each of the obligations contained in this Consent Decree may be terminated independently 

rM:01:493001.8 34 
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of the other obligations upon a demonstration that the obligation has been fiilfilled and, to the 

extent required herem, that the obligation has been incorporated mto Stuart Station's Title V 

permit Except as provided in Paragn^ 107, the Consent Decree may be termmated in its 

entirety by agreement of tiie Parties or by the Court in response to a p^ition by a Party after all 

obligations m Sections FV, V, VI and VIII of this Consent Decree have been folfilled. 

XXIV. FINAL JUDGMENT 

132. Upon approval and entry of this Consent Decree by the Court, this Consent 

Decree shall constitute a final judgment in the above-captioned matter between Plaintiffs and 

Owners. 

SO ORDERED, THIS DAY OF , 2008. 

THE HONORABLE EDMUND A. SARGUS, JR. 
UNITED STATCS DlSmiCT COURT JUDGE 

DCO]:4930DL8 35 
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Signature Page for Consotit Decree in: 

Sierra Club and Marilyn Wall 

The Dayton Power & U ^ t Co,, et al. No. 2:04-cv-905 (S.D. Ohio.) 

FORDEyENDANT THE DAYTON POWER AND UGHT COMPANY: 

&CEO 
The bayton Power and light Company 
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Signature Page for Consent Decree in: 

Sierra Club and Marifyn Wall 

V. 

The Dayton Power <fe Light Co., et a l . No. 2:04-cv-905 (S.D. Ohio.) 

FOR DEFENDANT D U O ENERGY OHIO, INC. 

T ^ - ^ A - ^ ^ - ^ ^ 
Sandra P. Meyer 
President 
Duke Eneafgy Ohio, Inc. 

^ 
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Signature Page for Cons^t Decree m: 

Si&ra Club ondMariiyn Wall 

V. 

The Dayton Power dfe Ugfit Co, et al.. No. 2:04^-905 (S.D, Ohio.) 

FOR DEFENDANT COLUMBUS SOUTHERN POWER COMPANY: 

Mr. Joseph Hâ Mock Mr. Joseph Hamfock 
Presidents COO 
Columbus Soutiiem Power Company 
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Signature Page for Consent Decree in: 

Sierra Club and Marifyn Wait 

The Dayton Power A Light Co.. et at.. No. 2:04-cv-905 (S.D, Ohio.) 

FOR SIERRA CLUB AND MARILYN WALL: 

Z>^,JA- i ^̂ -̂*-*-— 

Pat Gailagher, Director, EnviranmentaJ Law Program 
Sierra Club 

Marilyn Wail ' 
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tTNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION 

tJNITED STATES OP AMERICA, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

CINERGY CORPORATION, 
PSI ENERGY, INC., 
CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC CO, 

Defendants. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Plaintiff. 

STATE OF NEW YORK, STATE OF NEW 
JERSEY, STATE OF CONNECTICUT. 
HOOSIER ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL, 
and OHIO ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL. 

Plalntiff-lntervenors, 

VS. 

CINERGY CORP., PSI ENERGY, INC.. and 
THE CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC 
COMPANY. 

Defendants. 

1:99-cv-1693-LJM-JMS 

MEMORANDUM OPINION & ORDER 

On Septemk>er 28, 2007, this Court granted partial summary judgment In favor of 

plaintiff, the United States of America (the "Governmenf), and certain plaintiff-intervenors, 

the Hoosier Environmental Council and the Ohio Environmental Council, on their claims 

that defendants. Cinergy Corp.. PSI Energy, Inc., and the Cincinnati Gas & Electric 

Company (collectively, "Cinergy"), violated the tenns of a 1998 Administrative Order and 

the provisions of an Ohio State Implementation Plan ("SIP") that established limits on 

particulate matter ("PM") emissions at Cinergy's plant in Beckjord, Ohio. Docket No. 984. 

On May 5, through May 22,2008, this Court preskled over a Jury Trial in this matter 

with respect to the Govemmenfs, and plaintiff-intervenors'. the States of New York, New 

Jersey and Connecticut, and the Hoosier Environmental Council and the Ohio 

Environmental Council (all plaintiffs, collectively, "Plaintiffs"), claims that Cinergy violated 
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the New Source Review ("NSR") provisions of the Clean Air Act ("CAA") when it performed 

certain work on its coal-fired boiler units at several of its ^cilities In Indiana and Ohio 

without first obtaining a permit. On May 22, 2008, the Jury returned a verdict in favor of 

Plaintiffs on the following projects: (1) the firont wall radiant superheater replacement project 

at Wabash River, Indiana, unit 2 from June 1989 to July 1989; (2) the high temperature 

finishing superheater tubes and upper reheater tubing assemblies replacement pn ĵect at 

Wabash River, Indiana, unit 2 from May 1992 to September 1992; (3) the finishing. 

Intermediate, and radiant superheater tubes and upper reheat tube bundles replacement 

project at Wabash River, Indiana, unit 3 from June 1989 to October 1989; and (4) the boiler 

pass and heat recovery actions replacement project at Wabash River, Indiana, unit 5 from 

February 1990 to May 1990. Docket Nos. 1338 & 1339. 

On February 2, through February 6,2009, this Court presided over a Bench Trial on 

the appropriate remedy for the violations found by the Court as a matter of law at Beckjord, 

and by the Jury after a trial on the merits at Wabash River. Docket Nos. 1581-85. This 

Memorandum Opinion & Order is intended to serve as the Court's findings of fact and 

conclusions of law after said Bench Trial as contemplated by Rule 52(a) of the Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure. Any factual statement or finding more appropriately considered 

a conclusion of law shall be so deemed, and vice versa. 

-2-
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I- FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

A. WABASH RIVER PLANT 

Cinergy's Wabash River plant is located in Vigo County. Indiana, near the City of 

Terre Haute. (Docket No. 1499, at No. 8.) The Wabash River plant has five coal-fired 

boiler generating units: Wabash River units 2, 3, and 4. are 90 megawatt ("MW) gross 

units that went online in 1953,1954, and 1955, respectively; unit 5 is a 103 MW gross unit 

that went online in 1968; and unit 6 is a 342 MW gross unit that went online in 1968. 

(Remedy Tr. at 2-330 to 331; Docket No. 1499. at Nos. 11,13. 14,16, 17. 19; Pis.' Ex. 

1955. at PSI-0083210.) All of the Wabash River units vent their emissions through a 

common smokestack. (Remedy Tr. at 1 -31,2-330 to 331; Pis.* Ex. 2133; Secrest Nov. 13, 

2008, Dep.. at 49-64.) Together, Wabash units 2 through 6 bum approximately 2 millloa 

tons of coal in a typical year. (Remedy Tr. at 22-331.) Cinergy tends to view units 2 

through 5, the smaller units, collectively. (Id. 4-659.) 

By the mid-1980s Cinergy, through its predecessor in interest, Public Sep;ice of 

Indiana ("PSI"), knew that the forced outage rate of a unit increases and availability 

decreases with age. (Pis.' Ex. 1955, at PSI 0083177.) Moreover. Cinergy knew that the 

forced outage rate typically begins rising quickly at about 30 years of operation. {Id. at PSI-

0083177, 0083212.) 

in the mid-19805, Cinergy began a program to evaluate whether it was more 

economic to "refurbish" the units at Wabash River or to replace them with new units. (Id. 

at PSI-0083187.) In or around February 1985, during hearings before the Public Service 

Commission of Indiana, James E. Benning ("Benning"), then Executive Director-Fossil 

Power Operations Support at PSI, testified that the company's "refurbishment plan", also 

-3-
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referred to as a "renovation plan" or a "plant life extension plan." had the "ultimate 

goal... to extend the life of existing generating plants so as to defer the need to build new, 

costly generating units." (Id. at PSI-0083172.) Benning stated thatthe company's program 

was "designed to allow operation of its existing generating plants at the same, or possibly 

even greater, levels of reliability and efficiency through the year 2003." (Id.) The Wabash 

River projects at issue in this case were part of this refurbishment plan. (Liability Tr. at 2-

271 to 272, 2-300 to 302. 2-306, 2-315 to 317.) The company's goal with respect to the 

Wabash River units was to extend their life fifteen years beyorKi their cunrent life 

expectancy date of 1993. (Pis.' Ex. 1319, at CINWA002121-22.) 

On May 22,2008, the Jury in this matter found that a reasonable power plant owner 

or operator would have expected a net increase of 40 tons or more in SO2 and/or NO^ 

emissions as a proximate result of the refurbishment projects at Wabash River units 2, 3, 

and 5. Docket No. 1338. Specifically, the Jury found that Cinergy violated the CAA when 

it failed to obtain an NSR pennit for the following projects: (1) the front wall radiant 

superiieater replacement project at Wabash River, Indiana, unit 2 from June 1989 to July 

1989, because of increased emissions of SO2; (2) the high temperature finishing 

superheater tubes and upper reheater tubing assemblies replacement project at Wabash 

River, Indiana, unit 2 from May 1992 to September 1992, because of Increased emissions 

of SO2; (3) the finishing, intennediate, and radiant superheater tubes and upper reheat tube 

bundles replacement project at Wabash River, Indiana, unit 3 from June 1989 to October 

1989, because of increased emissions of both SO2 and NO ;̂ and (4) the boiler pass and 

heat recovery actions replacement project at Wabash River, Indiana, unit 5 from Febmary 
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1990 to May 1990, because of increase emissions of both SOg and NO .̂ Docket Nos. 

1335,1338 & 1339. 

B. EMISSIONS AT WABASH RIVER 

During the first liability phase trial In May 2008, Plaintiffs expert, Dr. Richard Rosen 

("Dr. Rosen"), presented the annual baseline emission levels of SO2 and/or NO^ before the 

eariiest project was peribrmed at each unit ("Rosen baseline"). (Liability Tr. at 6-951 to 

953; Pis.' Ex. 1549.) Specifically, for the 1989 project at Wabash River unit 2, the SO2 

baseline emission level was 5,641 tons per year; for the 1989 project at Wabash River unit 

3, the SO2 baseline emission level was 4,484 tons per year; and for the 1990 project at 

Wabash River unit 5, the SO2 baseline emission level was 4,245 tons per year. (Pis.' Ex. 

1549.) 

With respect to NO ,̂ the annual baseline emissions level for the 1989 project at 

Wabash River unit 3, was 1,201 tons per year, and the annual baseline emissions level for 

the 1990 project at Wabash River unit 5, was 1,156 tons per year. (Liability Tr. at 6-952 

to 953; Pis.'Ex. 1549.) 

Wabash River units 2, 3, and 5, are still in service as of the date of this Order. 

(Remedy Tr. at 2-309.) In January 2009, Cinergy began running Wabash River units 2,3, 

and 5, at the annual Rosen baseline emissions levels described above. (Id. at 4-731 to 

732.) 

Since the modifications were performed, Cinergy has emitted approximately 378,000 

tons of SO2 from Wabash River units 2, 3, and 5, through the end of 2007. (Id. at 2-208 

to 209, 2-320; Pis.' Ex. 2112B.) Since the modifications were performed, Cinergy has 

-5-
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emitted approximately 49,000 tons of NO,; from Wabash River units 3 and 5, through the 

end of 2007. (Remedy Tr. at 2-308 to 309; Pis.' Ex. 2112B.) 

For purposes of this Memorandum Opinion and Order, the temn "excess emissions" 

means "actual emissions that would have exceeded levels of emissions that would have 

been allowed had permits been issued at the time the modification took place, looking 

back." (Remedy Tr. at 4-881.) Calculations fiar excess emissions were perf'ormed by party 

experts for various types pemnits for which Cinergy might have applied and for various 

types of pollution control systems that might have been installed if Cinergy had applied for 

permits under NSR. The type of pollution control equipment that was required at the time 

ofthe projects depended upon the designation of the area in which the Wabash River plant 

was located. (Id. 2-307.) 

At the time of the projects, the Wabash River plant was located in a nonattainment 

area with respect to SO2 emissions. (Id. at 2-312.) Dr. Phyllis Fox ("Dr. Fox"), Plaintiffs* 

expert, testified that If Cinergy had applied for a permit under NSR for each of the Wabash 

River projects with respect to SOj, it would have been required to install lowest achievable 

emissions rate ("LAER") technology. (Id. at 2-307.) There is no dispute between the 

parties that LAER for SOg at the time of the projects would have been a wet scrubber or 

wet fiue gas desulfurization ("FGD") unit. (Id. at 2-307; id. at 3-588.) There is a dispute, 

however, over the removal efficiency of the FGD's available at the time of the projects. 

Dr. Fox opined that an FGD at the time could remove 95% of the SO2 from the flue 

gas. (Id. at 2-314.) Dr. Fox came to her conclusion based on the installation of an FGD 

on a unit at a Pennsylvania plant, known as Mitchell unit 3, in 1982, pursuant to a consent 

decree. (Id. at 2-318.) In that case. Dr. Fox testified that the consent decree required 95% 

-6-
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removal efficiency and that the data from the installed unit showed that the unit removed 

99% of the SO2 from the flue gas. (Id. at 2-318 to 319.) In addition, the vendor that 

constructed the Mitchell unit 3 FGD applied for a patent on the process at a 99% removal 

efficiency rate. (Id. at 2-319.) One other plant, Harry Allen in Nevada, had been issued a 

permit for an FGD with a 95% removal efficiency; but that plant had never been built. (Id.) 

Prior to 1999, Dr. Fox was also aware of papers being presented in San Francisco and in 

other parts ofthe United States reporting on FGD efficiencies of 95% to 96% in the United 

States. (Id. at 2-319 to 320.) Assuming Cinergy had Installed an FGD with a 95% removal 

rate, the excess emissions of SO2 from Cinergy's Wabash River units 2, 3, and 5, 

collectively, was a total of 359,000 tons, in the time period fi'om the date of the projects 

through 2007. (Id. 2-230 to 231.) 

Cinergy's expert, William DePriest ("DePriesf), testified that LAER at the time ofthe 

projects was an FGD that removed 90% of the SO2 from the flue gas. (Id. at 3-588.) 

DePriest opined that the Mitchell unit 33 FGD was of a unique design, which would not 

have been the most economical choice for FGDs at the time. (Id. at 3-589.) Assuming 

Cinergy had installed an FGD with a 90% removal rate, the excess emissions of SO2 from 

Cinergy's Wabash River units 2, 3, and 5, collectively, was a total of 340,000 tons, in the 

time period from the date of the projects through 2007. (Id. at 2-321 to 322.) 

Another Cinergy expert, Thomas Rarick ("Rarick"), testified that instead of installing 

LAER at the time of the projects, Cinergy would have sought a synthetic minor permit cap 

on SO2 emissions at its Wabash River plant. (Id. at 2-322, 4-883, 4-897, 5-937.) The 

synthetic minor permit cap would have capped SO2 emissions at the Wabash River plant 

at pre-project baseline levels. (Id. at 4-883.) With such a permit, Cinergy would have had 

-7-
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to limit future production capacity. (Peart Oct. 30, 2008, Rule 30(b)(6) Dep. at 51; Defe.' 

Ex. DR142, atGAL-096179.) 

Cinergy has never obtained a synthetic minor pennit for a coal-fired unit. (Peart Oct. 

30, 2008, Rule 30(b)(6) Dep. at 60.) In fact Cinergy representative Steven L. Peart 

("Peart") testified that synthetic minor permits are more conducive to combustion turtaine 

units, which are "peaking units," operating only at times of peak demand. (Id. at 60-61.) 

Peart testified that, typically, coal-fired units are "base-load units" that Cinergy would "want 

. . . available to operate at all times, so [it is] much more hesitant to restrict their operation." 

(Id. at 61.) Peart and Rarick agree that whether a synthetic minor permit would have been 

compatible with any of the projects at issue in this case would require an economic 

evaluation. (Id. at 60; Remedy Tr. at 5-935 to 936.) Cinergy never made such an 

evaluation. (Remedy Tr. at 5-936.) 

Hypothetically, even if Cinergy would have applied for and obtained a synthetic 

minor pennit that would have capped SO2 emissions at the Wabash River plant to the 

Rosen baseline emissions level, Cinergy has emitted approximately 120,000 tons of excess 

SO2 through December 2007. (Id at 2-323 to 324, 5-939 to 941.) 

With respect to NO ,̂ at the time of the projects, the Wabash River plant was In an 

area tiiat was designated attainment for NO .̂ As a result of this status, Cinergy would have 

been required to install best available control technology ("BACT) if it had applied for and 

obtained an NSR pennit. (Id. at 2-306 to 307, 2-311 to 312.) The parties disagree over 

what would have been considered BACT at the time of the Wabash River projects. 

Plaintiffe' expert. Dr. Fox, testified that BACT for NO^ in the late 1980s was selective 

catalytic reduction ("SCR") technology. (Id. at 2-325.) Dr. Fox explained that SCR had not 
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been installed on a coal-fired power plant in the United States in the late 1980s, but the 

time was ripe because SCR had been installed on such units overseas, partlcularty in 

Germany. Austria, and Japan. (Id. at 2-325 to 326.) Furtiiermore, SCR had widespread 

use on gas- and oil-fired plants in the United States. (Id, at 2-326.) The first SCR in the 

United States for a coal-fired boiler was pennitted in late 1990. (Id. at 2-326 to 327.) Dr. 

Fox concluded that any problems associated with high-sulfur coals used in the United 

States had been resolved in foreign countries and would not impede application of SCR to 

coal-fired plants in the United States. (Id. at 2-327 to 328.) 

Dr. Fox calculated the NO^ excess emissions for the Wabash River plant if SCR had 

been installed at the time of tiie projects to be 30,000 tons tiirough the year 2007. (Id. at 

2-328.) 

In contrast, Cinergy's experts, Rarick and DePriest, testified that BACT for NO^ 

emissions control at the time of the Wabash River projects on units 3 and 5 was a low-NO^ 

burner with an emission limitation of 0.6 pounds per million BTUs. (td. at 4-889, 3-561 to 

562.) Rarick testified that in his review ofthe RACT/BACT/LAER Clearinghouse, which is 

a database of technology decisions that have been made under NSR programs and is 

managed by the EPA, and state and local environmental protection agencies, BACT at the 

time of the Wabash River projects was not SCR. (Id. at 4-885 to 886.) Rarick stated that 

the RACT/BACT/LAER Clearinghouse data supported a conclusion that low-NO^ burners 

were BACT at the time of the Wabash River projects because there were numensus entries 

that identified low-NO^ burners as the required BACT for a number of coal-fired pnDjects 

preceeding and up to the date of the Wabash River modifications. (Id. at 4-889.) 

-9-
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In forming his conclusion that SCR was not BACT at the time of tiie Wabash River 

projects, Rarick also considered a statement made by the EPA in June 1991 in public rule

making documents regarding proposed revisions to the PSD regulations. (Id. at 4-887.) 

At 56 Federal Register 27638, the EPA stated that "[SCR] and SNCR are not in use in this 

country as retrofit technologies for coal-fired boilers and the DOE, or Department of Energy 

sponsored projects, have not yet been demonstrated." (Id. at 4-887 to 888.) In addition, 

at the same citation under a section entitled "Utility BACT Presumption for NO ,̂" the EPA 

stated, "In general, this will call for the use of combustion modification and/or low-NOX [sic] 

burners." (Id. at 4-890.) Although the EPA did not adopt this particular rule-making 

initiative, Rarick finds it persuasive evidence of what the EPA considered BACT at the time 

it was written. (Id. at 4-888.) 

At the time of the modification to unit 5, Cinergy installed a low-NO^ bumer tiiat 

would have met an emissions limitation of 0.6 pounds per million BTU. (Id. at 4-889.) Such 

a limitation would have been measured on a 30-day rolling average. (Id. at 5-944.) 

Although Cinergy did not install a low-NO^ bumer on unit 3 at the time it made tiie 

modification to that unit, It did install such a bumer on unit 3 a few years later. (Id. at 4-

889.) Even with these installations, Cinergy's excess emissions of NO^ would have totaled 

4,865 tons, through 2009. (Id. at 5-946 to 947.) 

Rarick opined that at the time of projects, installation of BACT for NOj, emissions 

would have been the most reasonable presumption for how Cinergy would have applied 

fiDr a permit. (Id. at 5-947 to 948.) 

C. HARM CAUSED BY EXCESS EMISSION AT WABASH RIVER 
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1. PM2.S 

With respect to SO2 emissions. Dr. Fox testified that the annual excess emissions 

of SO2 is approximately 23,000 tons. (Id. at 2-321,2-328.) Putting tiiis into perspective, 

this rate is approximately equivalent to the amount of SO2 emitted by 324,000 heavy-duty 

diesel trucks, which is the total number of trucks registered in Indiana, Ohio, and Kentucky. 

(Id. at 1-178 to 179.) According to Plaintiffs' expert. Lyle Chinkin ("Chinkin"), the annual 

excess emissions alone would rank among the top 5% of sources of SO2 pollution in the 

Eastern United States. (Id. at 1-212.) Cinergy's expert, Stanley Hayes ("Hayes"), testified 

that the annual excess emissions of SO2 is equivalent to 2% of SO2 emissions from all 

sources of the gas in ttie State of Indiana. (Id. at 3-641.) And, the Wabash River annual 

excess SO2 emissions is approximately two times that of the total annual SO2 emissions 

from all point sources in all six counties of the Dayton Regional Air Pollution Control 

Agency. (Compare id. at 2-242 witti id. at 2-321.) 

There is no dispute that SO2 and NO^ emissions contribute to the formation in the 

atmosphere of secondary particulate matter that is 2.5 microns in diameter or smaller 

("PM2.5"), which is called secondary PM2.5. (Id at 1-62 to 64, 1-118, 1-121; Pis.' Ex. 

1907. at CINERGY 1005860; Remedy Tr. at 2-234.) Specifically, once emitted, SOg can 

fonn sulfates, which is a constituent of secondary PM2.5. (Remedy Tr. at 1-64,1-118,1-

121.) Once emitted, NO^ can form nitrates, which is another constituent of secondary 

PM2.5. (Id.) 

In tiie air, PM2.5 is measured In micrograms per cubic meter ("[jg/m3" or "jjg"). (Id. 

at 1-122 to 123.) Secondary PM2.5 represents the majority of PM2.5 in the United States. 

(Id. at 1-64.) Secondary PM2.5 can fomi over hundreds of miles, and It can travel 
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thousands of miles downwind from where it fomns. (/d. at 1-77 to 78,1-141.) Becauseof 

its size, PM2.6 is "consklered respirable." Pis.' Ex. 1939, at CINERGY 1343912. Once 

inhaled, PM2.5 lodges deep in tiie human lung. (Remedy Tr. at 1-63.) Because the sulfate 

particles tend to combine with metals in the atmosphere, the PM2.5 that contains sulfates 

are particularly toxk:. (Id. at 1-80.) 

AcconJing to Plaintiffs' expert, Dr. Joel Schwartz ("Dr. Schwartz"), the scientific 

consensus Is that PM2.5 is hannful to human health. (Id. at 1-63 to 65.) Particulate matter, 

like PM2.5, cause the following health impacts: decreased lung function, increased 

prevalence of respiratory symptoms, worsened respiratory infections, heart attacks, and 

the risk of early death. (Id, at 1-49.) The effect on life expectancy and heart attack rates 

is both acute and chronic. (Id. at 1 -65 to 70.) These views are held by the following groups 

in the scientific community: the American Medical Association; EPA's Clean Air Science 

Advisory Committee ("CASAC"); the American Academy of Pediatrics; the American 

College of Cardiology; the American Heart Association; the American Thoracic Society; the 

American Cancer Society; the American Public Health Association; and the National 

Association of Local Boards of Health (collectively, the "relevant public health advisory 

groups"), (/d at 1-50 to 54.) 

AcconJing to the relevant public health advisory groups there is clear and convincing 

scientific evidence that significant adverse human-health effects occur in response to short-

term and chronic particulate matter exposures at and below 15 pg/m3, the level of the 

cunrent annual PM2-5 standard. (Id. at 1-50 to 54; Pis.' Ex. 1911.) Dr. Schwartz testified 

that the dose-response curve for PM2.5 and mortality is linear, at least in the range 

between 8 |jg/m3 and 25 Mg/m3, the range of ambient PM2.5 in the United States. 
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(Remedy Tr. at 1-85 to 87.) Dr. Schwartz' statistical evidence was acknowledged by a j 

National Academy of Sciences panel, which, atter reviewing epidemiology data, stated "For 

pollutants such as . . . PM2.5 there is no evidence for any departure of linearity In the 

observed range of exposure." (Id. at 4-873 to 877.) I 

There are some human chamber studies and toxicology studies that argue against 

a connection between PM2.5 and health effiects. (Id. at 1 -60 to 62,4-809 to 811,4-849 to 

850.) And, the EPA has stated that it is relevant to consider such studies when evaluating 

potential mechanisms for PM2.5-related effects. 71 Fed. Reg. at 61,151. However, the 

reports relied upon by Cinergy's expert, Peter Valberg ("Valberg"), to fonn his opinion that 

PM2.5 does not have adverse health effects are a minority view and the bulk of the 

scientific literature on the subject concludes that PM2.5 has significant effects on human 

health. (Id. at 1-60 to 62,1-73 to 75.) 

Cinergy's reliance on the February 1998 study by tiie EPA on Hazardous Air 

Pollutants from Electric Utility Steam Generating Units (the "HAPS report"), is unavailing. 

(See Defs.' Ex. DR-244.) First, the HAPS report only modeled the effects in a 50-kilometer 

("km") radius from the Wabash River plant. (Id. at ES-12,14 to 15.) The primary source 

of harm from the excess emissions In this case, PM2.5 generated downwind ofthe Wabash 

River plant, causes effects beyond the 50-km radius of the report. Second, the HAPS 

report did not address S02, NOĵ , PM2.5, or ozone. (Id. at ES-27.) The HAPS report 

recognizes this deficiency as a significant omission. (Id.) 

Cinergy's reliance on the Toxicology Excellence for Risk Assessment ("TERA") 

report is equally unavailing. (Defe.' Ex. DR-025.) Like the HAPS report, the TERA report 

does not address tiie health impacts or risk from PM2.5. (Remedy Tr. at 4-861 to 867.) 
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The TERA report does not attempt to measure the health impacts of emisstons firom 

Wabash River that has mixed with pollution firom other sources or, specifically, tiie health 

risks associated with PM2.5. (Id. at 4-863,4-867; McElfresh, Nov. 14,2008, Dep. at 120, 

124.) Furthermore, tiie efficacy of the TERA report Is in question because there is no 

evidence of the model used by the report authors to fonn the conclusions contained 

therein. (McElfi-esh, Nov. 14. 2008, Dep. at 92-95, 115-16; Defe.' Ex. DR-025, at 

CINERGY 1547785-87; Remedy Tr. at 4-864 to 867.) In other words, there Is no way to 

test the validity of the air quality model used to fonn the basis of the conclusions In the 

report. (Remedy Tr. at 4-864 to 867.) 

Plaintiffs' expert, Lyle Chinkin ("Chinkin"), analyzed tiie extent to which excess SOj 

and NOx emissions firom Wabash River units 2, 3, and 5, contributed to secondary PM2.5 

fonned in tiie air. (Id. at 1-118.) To perfonn his analysis, Chinkin primarily relied upon two 

different air quality models, the Community Multi-Scale Air Quality Model ("CMAQ"), and 

the Comprehensive Air Quality Model with Extensions ("CMAx"). (Id. at 1-125,1-131,1-

133.) 

CMAQ is a photochemical grid model that represents the atmospheric science of air 

pollution in three dimensions. (Id. at 1-125.) The atmosphere is simulated in a series of 

"grid cells," or boxes, over a community, (id.) CMAQ provides an estimate of air pollution 

concentration in each of the grid cells for PM2.5 and ozone. (Id. at 1-126.) This model 

accounts for emissions, atmospheric chemistry, meteorology, and physics. (Id. at 1-125 

to 129.) CMAQ is one of the most peer-reviewed air quality models and reflects years of 

scientific testing, experimenfe, and comparisons of tiie model's predictions to measured air 

pollution by air quality monitors. (Id. at 1-125 to 126, 1-129 to 130.) 
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The CMAQ modeling used by Chinkin was derived firom "VISTAS." a regional 

planning organization of Southeastem states that was fomied to address air pollution 

pnDblems. (Id. at 1-133 to 134.) In its sttidy, VISTAS modeled the year 2002, including 

SO2 and NO^ emissions from multiple sources and the Wabash River plant, to detennlne 

both PM2.5 and ozone impacts. (Id. at 1-133 to 135.) Peer-reviewed papers concluded 

that the VISTAS study was reliable. (Id at 1-135 to 136.) 

Chinkin used a CMAQ model identical to the VISTAS model, however, he removed 

the excess emissions of SOj and NO^ fi^om the Wabash River plant, as provided to him by 

Dr. Fox. to detennlne the impact of the excess emissions on PM2.5 and ozone 

concentrations. (Id. at 1-130,1-132 to 133,1-139 to 140.) Chinkin selected June 2002 to 

model because there were a number of days In that month when air quality exceeded the 

National Ambient Air Quality Standard ("NAAQS") for PM2.5 and ozone. (Id. at 1-138,1-

181 to 182.) 

The CMAQ modeling indicated that the excess emissions from the Wabash River 

plant contributed to PM2.5 levels in Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, Illinois, Maryland, Rhode 

Island. New York, Connecticut, and New Jersey. (Id. at 1-141,1-143 to 147.) Specifically, 

the excess emissions from Wabash River contributed about 0.50 pg of PM2.5 to 

Indianapolis. Indiana, on half ofthe days modeled. (Id. at 1-206 to 208.) The average 

monthly impact on PM2.5 ranged from 0.17 to 0.10 pg in Indiana, with smaller impads in 

states such as Illinois, Kentucky. Ohio, Michigan, and Wisconsin. (Id. at 1-148 to 149.) 

Chinkin opined that this monthly impact is representative of the likely annual impact on 

PM2.5 concentixition from the excess emissions as confirmed by other modeling and 

analysis. (Id. at 1-138.1-171 to 173.) 
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CAMx is another photochemical grid model tiiat Chinkin used to fonn his opinions. 

(Id. at 1-131.) CAMx is similar to CMAQ in that both models provide estimates of PM2.5 

and ozone impacte based on emissions, atinospheric chemistry, and meteorology. (Id. at 

1-132.) For other purposes, the EPA recently used CAMx to estimate PM2.5 Jmpacts from 

the emissions fi^om the Wabash River plant in tiie calendar year 2005. (Id. at 1-150 to 

152.) The area, or domain, modeled included Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan, 

Kentucky, and Ohio. (Id. at 154.) Chinkin opined that tiie EPA's CAMx model is reliable 

and consistent with the EPA's guidelines on good "model performance." (Id. at 1-154 to 

155.) 

Although the CAMx modeling estimated the PM2.5 impact of the entire plant's 

emissions, approximately one-third of that impact is due to the excess emissions from 

Wabash River units 2, 3, and 5, because excess SO2 emissions represent approximately 

one-thlnj of tiie total SOj emissions from the plant and the relationship between SO2 and 

sulfate formation is fairiy linear. (Id. at 1-152 to 163,1-177 to 178.) The parties' experfe 

agreed that this proportionality technique was reasonable. (Id.; id. at 3-631 to 632, 3-633 

to 634.) 

During the 2005 model year, the greatest daily impacts from tiie excess emissions 

on PM2.5 occurred during the summer, when it is hot, humid, and the air is stagnant; tiiese 

are conditions that are most conducive to conversion of SO2 to sulfates. (Id. at 1-159 to 

162.) For example, on June 6,2005, the excess emissions had about a 0.70 pg impact on 

the Indianapolis area, with lesser impacts extending to Louisville, Kentucky; Cincinnati-

Dayton. Ohio; and Lafayette. Indiana. (Id. at 1-159 to 161; Pis.' Ex. 2139.) On August 26, 

2005, the highest daily impact of excess emissions on PM2.5 occurred. (Remedy Tr. at 1-
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161 to 162; Pis.* Ex. 2139.) On that day, tiie Wabash River plant had a 6.40 pg impact, 

one third of which was from excess emissions. (Id.) Nonattainment areas impacted that 

day Included Gary, Indiana, and Chicago, Illinois. (Id.) 

Using the CAMx modeling, the EPA compiled a list of PM2.5 nonattainment areas 

that were most impacted on days when PM2.5 concentrations were predicted to be high. 

(Remedy Tr. at 1-165 to 168.) Those areas included: Evansville, Indiana; Knox County, 

Indiana; Dubois County, Indiana; Louiseville. Kentucky; Marion County. Indiana; Chicago, 

Illinois; Cincinnati, Ohio; Lafayette, Indiana; Kent. Michigan; McKracken County. Kentucky; 

Madison, Illinois; St. Louis, Missouri; and Dayton, Ohio. (Id.) The average dally Impact on 

those areas ranged firom 0.65 Mg to 0.19 pg, approximately one-third of which is attributable 

to excess emissions from Wabash River units 2, 3, and 5. (Id.) 

The average annual impacts on PM2.5 concentrations from the excess emissions 

fi'om Wabash River units 2, 3, and 5, was predicted by CAMx to be approximately 0.15 to 

0.16 pg. (Id. at 1-171 to 172.) On an annual basis, the most impacted area was near the 

Wabash River plant and extending into Indianapolis, with smaller impacts over the states 

of Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan, Ohio, and Kentucky. (Id.) 

The annual impacts predicted by CMAQ and CAMx corroborate one another 

because their predictions are remarkably similar: annual impact of 0.17 pg predicted by 

CMAQ compared to an annual impact of 0.16 pg predicted by CAMx. (Id. at 1-138,1-150 

to 152; 1-169 to 173.) 

Chinkin also analyzed data from a third analytical tool called "CALPUFF." (Id. at 1-

124 to 125.) CALPUFF is an air quality model that tracks the movement of air pollution 

from a source, however, it uses simplified chemistry compared to the CMAQ and CAMx 
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models. (Id.) The CALPUFF data that Chinkin considered was perfonned by the Indiana 

Department of Environmental Management ("IDEM"), and modeled the emission from the 

Wabash River plant for its impact on PM2.5 concentrations in the year 2003. (Id. at 1 -174 

to 175.) CALPUFF predicted impacts from the Wabash River emissions over all of the 

Midwest, and into the states of New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut. (Id. at 1-175.) 

The PM2.5 concentrations predicted by CALPUFF modeling were smaller than the 

predictions from the other two models; however, Chinkin attributed this difference to the 

simplified chemistry of the CALPUFF model. (Id. at 1-175 to 176.) 

Chinkin opined thatthe excess emissions from Wabash River units 2,3, and 5, had 

a substantial or meaningful impact on the PM2.5 concentration in nonattainment areas. (Id. 

at 1-118,1-194 to 197.) The daily NAAQS for PM2.5 is 15 pg, while the annual NAAQS 

is35Mg. (62 Fed. Reg. 38,679 (July 18,1997); 71 Fed. Reg. 61,144,16,165,61.171 (Oct. 

17, 2006); 62 Fed. Reg. 38,856, 38.895 (July 18, 1997); 73 Fed. Reg 16,435 (Mar. 27, 

2008).) No single source is considered alone when detennining whether the PM2.5 

concentration in any given area exceeds these standards. (Remedy Tr. at 1-197, 3-634 

to 637.) When communities are within just a few tenths of a pg fi^m compliance with the 

annual and/or daily NAAQS, contributions on tiie order of one-tenth of a pg are significant. 

(Id. at 1-150,1-173.2-225 to 226, 2-237 to 239.2-241.) Therefore, contiibutions of single 

sources can make a difference in areas where the difference between attainment and 

nonattainment is very small, (/cf. at 2-259.) Dayton, Ohio, is one such area. (/d. at 2-225 

to 226,2-238 to 239.2-241.) There are other such areas in tiie Eastern United States. (Id. 

at 2-240 to 241.) 
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Chinkin also opined that continued emissions from the Wabash River plant would 

have tiie same impacts in the future. (Id. at 1-176.) 

2. Ozone 

In addition to PM2.5, NOĵ  contributes to ground level ozone, another secondary 

pollutant (Id. at 1-91, 1-121.) In the presence of heat and sunlight, NO^ reacts witii 

hydrocarbons—also referred to as volatile organic compounds ("VOCs")—to fonn ozone, 

(/d; Pis.' Ex. 1907, at CINERGY 1005842.) In tiie air, ozone is measure in parts per billion 

("ppb"). (Remedy Tr. at 1-123.) 

According to Dr. Schwartz, ground-level ozone causes acute Inflammation of the 

lungs, reduction in lung function, increased respiratory symptoms and changes in day-to

day mortality rates; it can trigger asthma attacks; and it can increase hospital admissions 

for respiratory illnesses. (Id. at 1-54 to 55,1 -91 to 92.) Similar to the effects of PM2.5. the 

scientific consensus is that human health effects from ground-level ozone is linear down 

to low levels and that any threshold is below cun-ent ambient levels. (Id. at 1-92 to 93.) 

At the excess NO^ emissions calculated by Dr. Fox if SCR was BACT at the time of 

the projects at Wabash River unite 2, 3, and 5, the CMAQ model indicated that tiie excess 

emissions contributed to ozone pollution In Indianapolis. Indiana, and further downwind in 

Ohio. (/d. at 1-147 to 148.) 

3. Acidic Deposition or Acid Rain 

The third type of hann associated with emissions of SO2 and NO^ is acidic deposition 

or acid rain. (Id. at 1-64,1-118,1-121.) As previously discussed, SO2 is a precursor for 
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sulfetes and NO^ is a precursor for nitrates; sulfates in the fonn of sulfuric acid and nitrates 

in the form of nitric acid, are the major componente of acid rain. (Id. at 2-270 to 271.) 

Plaintiffe' expert. Dr. Charies Driscoll ("Dr. Driscoll"), testified to the general environmental 

effects of acid rain. (Id. at 2-260 to 302.) Generally, those effects include restricted growth 

of fauna, decreased ability of fauna to fight diseases and insect infestation, and similar 

detrimental effects on aquatic ecosystems. (Id. at 2-275 to 284.) Dr. Driscoll opined that 

the general trajectory pattem ofthe Wabash River emissions, as described by the models 

used by Chinkin, is very similar to the emissions pattern that other modeling and trajectory 

studies have reported in the scientific literature about acidic deposition. (Id. at 2-272 to 

274.) Therefore, Dr. Driscoll opined tiiat the effecte of the excess emissions from Wabash 

River units 2,3, and 5, would be consistent with those of previously-reported studies. (Id.) 

Dr. Driscoll stated thatthe overwhelming consensus among the scientific community 

is that acidic deposition has cumulative, long-term effects on both forest and aquatic 

ecosystems. (Id. at 2-276 to 277, 2-281, 2-287.) Reductions in acidic deposition can 

reduce and reverse these adverse effects, however, recovery is very slow. (Id. 2-277 to 

278, 2-285 to 286.) Dr. Driscoll opined tfiat the greater the extent of acidic deposition 

reductions, and the sooner such reductions are achieved, the faster the recovery. (Id. at 

2-277 to 278. 2-287.) 

Plaintiffs presented no evidence, however, from which Dr. Driscoll purported to 

analyze tiie extent to which any measured acid deposition was attributable to emissions 

from Wabash River units 2, 3, and 5. (Id. at 2-272, 2-300.) Despite having performed 

environmental quality modeling in the past. Dr. Driscoll did not perform such modeling for 

the emissions from the Wabash River plant. (Id. at 2-272, 2-299 to 300.) 
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4. Mercury Effects 

Plaintiffe' expert, Dr. Driscoll, also testified about the general environmental effiects 

of mercury, which is another biproduct of coal combustion that is emitted from the Wabash 

River plant. (Id. at 2-288 to 298.) Even Cinergy understands that power ptante are the 

largest source of mercury emissions in the United States. (Geers Oct. 24, 2008, Dep. at 

27, 35-38, 89-90.) 

Mercury is emitted in three fonns from a coal-fired power plant like Wabash River: 

elemental mercury, gaseous oxidized mercury and particulate oxidized mercury. (Remedy 

Tr. at 2-289 to 290.) Oxidized mercury is deposited generally close to the source, or within 

250 miles of tiie source. (Id. at 2-289.) The mercury emitted from the Wabash River plant 

largely are in the oxklized fomri. (Id. at 2-290.) 

Mercury that ends up In tiie soil undergoes a chemical transformation called 

methylation. (Id. at 2-291.) The forniation of "methyl-mercury" is heightened by acid rain, 

specifically, sulfate deposition. (Id. at 2-292.) Methyl-mercury bioaccumulates in food 

chains and is the fonn of mercury found in fish. (Id. at 2-291 to 292.) Most importantly, the 

concentration of methyl-mercury goes up by a factor of one to ten million from the time it 

enters lakes and streams, moves through the food chain, and, finally, accumulates in larger 

fish consumed by people and animals. (Id. at 2-294.) 

There Is plenty of literature to support Dr. DriscoH's opinion that methyl-mercury 

deposition has negative effecte on the aquatic ecosystem in Indiana and surrounding 

states. (Id. at 2-294 to 297; Pis.' Ex. 1913.) Dr. Driscoll also opined that reduction of 

mercury emissions fi'om Wabash River would likely result in benefits to Indiana and 

surrounding areas within a 250-mile radius. (Remedy Tr. at 2-290, 2-297 to 298.) 
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Wabash River units 2 through 6 emit approximately 170 pounds of mercury peryear; 

unite 2.3, and 5, emit approximately 58 pounds of mercury per year. (Id. at 2-351; Pis.' Ex. 

2100, at C1NREMETREX000917; Docket No. 1499, Stip. of Fact No. 29.) Operation of 

FGDs and SCRs together can remove from 70% to 80% of the mercury that is othenwise 

emitted from a coal-fired power plant (Pis.' Ex. 1912.) An FGD alone would remove from 

40% to 60% of the mercury. (Remedy Tr. at 2-391.) 

Plaintiffe did not do any modeling or other environmental risk assessment to 

detennlne where Wabash River mercury emissions may have been ti^nsported orto gauge 

any impact these emissions may have had. (Id. at 1-183, 1-190, 2-300.) Moreover, the 

EPA's HAP report did study mercury and concluded, generally, that mercury emissions 

fi'om the utility industry are not expected to have any adverse health effects. (Defe.' Ex. 

DR-244; Remedy Tr. at 4-826 to 831.) 

D. WABASH RIVER COMPLIANCE TODAY 

Compliance with NSR today would require instellation of BACT at Wabash River 

units 2, 3, and 5. (Remedy Tr. at 2-329 to 330.) BACT would require a scmbber tiiat 

removed 99% of the SOj and an SCR that would remove 90% of the NO^ fi:Dm the unite' 

emissions. (Id.) 

Cinergy, however, through James L. Turner ("Tumer"), Duke Energy Corporation's 

Group Executive and President and Chief Operating Officer of Duke's firanchised electric 

and gas business segment, stated that It would not make sense to install pollution controls 

on Wabash River unite 2, 3. and 5, because they are too old for such modifications to be 

economical. (Id. at 4-679.) Moreover, Tumer testified that absenta finding of liability in this 
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case, Cinergy did not plan to shut down Wabash River unite 2,3, and 5, in the foreseeable 

future. (Id. at 4-679 to 680.) However, as environmental restrictions are likely to become 

tighter over time, generally, smaller, older unite like Wabash River unite 2, 3, and 5, "are 

likely the ones that over time will be shut down." (Id. at 2-680.) In feet, in 2007, Cinergy 

opined that retirement of Wabash River unite 2, 3,4, and 5. around the year 2012 is 

an important scenario to consider given the high cost to retrofit these units 
with pollution control equipment, especially if more stringent environmental 
regulations are to be enacted. These are the next oldest coal unite on Duke 
Energy Indiana's system . . . and. with more stringent environmentel 
requiremente, likely the next unite to face retirement 

(Pis.' Ex. 1971, at CINERGY 1407877-78. See also Remedy Tr. at 4-720 to 722.) 

Cinergy presented evidence that Midwest ISO ("MISO") has concerns about an 

immediate shut down of Wabash River unite 2. 3. and 5. (Remedy Tr. at 5-957 to 992; 

Defe.' Ex. DR-321.) Specifically, a MISO representative, Roger Harszy ("Harszy"), MISO 

Vice President of Real Time Operations, testified tiiat MISO is responsible for the 

transmission of power in fourteen stetes across the Midwest and in the Canadian province 

of Manitoba. (Remedy Tr. at 5-958.) Upon Plaintiffe' request MISO undertook an analysis 

of the potential impact of the immediate shutdown of Wabash River unite 2, 3, and 5 

("MISO report"). (Id. at 5-960; Defe.' Ex. DR-321.) Based on the analysis in the report, 

Harszy opined that the immediate unavailability of Wabash River units 2, 3. and 5, would 

cause a significant problem in MISO's service of the electrical demand in the Ten'e Haute 

load pocket. (Remedy Tr. at 5-962.) 

Harszy explained that witiiout Wabash River units 2, 3, and 5, to generate power, 

MISO would use power generated in other parts of Indiana, Illinois, and Michigan, to 

service the Terre Haute load pocket (Id. at 5-964.) Such a situation would put a stirain on 
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the Dresser ti^nsmission substation during tiie summer peak of electricity demand.̂  (Id. 

at 5-964 to 965.) Transmission of power through the Dresser substation is limited by the 

transfomner equipment at that location. (Id. at 5-966.) Without Wabash River unite 2, 3, 

and 5. In operation, coupled with the loss of one ofthe transformers at Dresser, the Dresser 

substation could overload and MISO would have to shed load to the Terre Haute region to 

alleviate the situation. (Id. at 5-967 to 968, 5-975 to 976.) If MISO instaicte a power 

supplier to "shed load" it asks the power supplier to turn off the supply of electricity to a 

certain number of customers. (Id. at 5-968.) 

Harszy testified that the MISO report recommends two things to alleviate ite 

concerns about tiie limitation on the Dresser substation: (1) add another transformer to the 

Dresser substation; and (2) add another 138,000-volt transmission line from Dresser to the 

Allendale, and Margaret substations. (Id. at 5-969 to 970.) Cinergy believes the addition 

of another transfomner at Dresser would alleviate MISO's concems completely. (Id. at 4-

690 to 691; Gesweing Nov. 5,2008, Rule 30(b)(6) Dep. at 108-09.) The addition of another 

transformer at Dresser has already been planned for by Cinergy and accounted for in 

models used at MISO, but not In the immediate future. (Remedy Tr. at 5-997, 4-778 to 

779.) 

Turner testified that on or about January 30, 2009, he authorized his personnel to 

move forward with the acquisition of a transformer fisr Dresser, which Tumer targeted for 

installation in June 2012. (Id.) Cinergy stated that it would teke approximately two years 

^For purposes of the MISO study and this Order, the summer peak of electricity 
demand is defined as days of ninety-degrees or higher in the Terre Haute area. 
(Remedy Tr. at 5-974 to 975.) 
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to obtain a transfomier of the appropriate size for Dresser. (Geswein Nov. 5.2008, Rule 

30(b)(6) Dep. at 109.) In addition, Cinergy generally keeps a spare transfisrmer of the size 

needed at Dresser in the system. (Id.) Turner testified that Cinergy has already planned 

to use Ite only spare transfomner to replace a more critical feilure in the Cincinnati, Ohio, 

area. (Remedy Tr. at 4-692 to 694,4-767 to 678,4-772.) Tumer also testified that Cinergy 

could have a the new transmission line in place by September 2012. (Id. at 4-695 to 696.) 

Harszy stated that if MISO knew for certein tiiat Wabash River unite 2, 3, and 5, 

were going to go offline; or if there were some catastrophe tiiat would take Wabash River 

units 2, 3, and 5, offline; or if Cinergy had approached MISO and asked it to study such a 

scenario, MISO would have performed an Attachment Y study ,̂  and itwoukl have worked 

with Cinergy to formulate a plan to alleviate the concems identified In the MISO study. 

(Remedy Tr. at 5-972 to 974, 5-989 to 990.) 

^An "Attachment Y study" is a detailed engineering analysis of different 
transmission and capacity scenarios tiiat MISO would perform if a power plant owner 
told MISO that the power plant owner Intended to shut down a generating unit 
(Remedy Tr. at 5-970. 5-971.) The MISO report is not an Attachment Y study, (td. at 5-
960, 5-970, 5-973.) 
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E. THE SOj CAP-and-TFtADE PROGRAM 

Since 1995, under the acid rain cap-and-trade program, total SO2 emissions fi'om 

certain coal-fired electric generating units have been capped at 8.9 million tons. 42 U.S.C. 

§ 7651b(a)(1). In part, the purpose of the SO2 cap-and-trade program is to achieve 

"reductions in annual emissions of sulfur dioxide of 10 million tons firom 1980 emission 

levels." Id. § 7651 (b). Within the SO2 cap-and-trade program, the EPA has allocated SO2 

allowances to utilities; each allowance constitutes authorization to emit one ton of SO2 for 

the specified year. Id. § 7651b(a)(1): Id. § 7651a(3). (See also Remedy Tr. at 3-445 to 

448.) Utilities may purchase needed allowances to cover their actual emissions or sell 

extra allowances so long as they do not emit more SO2 In total than the amount for which 

they have allowances. 42 U.S.C. § 7651 b(b); 40 C.F.R. § 73, (See also Remedy Tr. at 3-

446, 4-698 to 700.) In addition, if a company reduces emissions at one tacllity by putting 

on controls, for example, the utility can sell those allowances to other utilities, or use them 

in another part of its system. (Remedy Tr. at 3-445 to 446, 4-700.) Cinergy has always 

operated within ite cap. (Id. at 4-698,4-704.) 

The SO2 allowance allocation for the Wabash River plant Is approximately 12,000 

allowances per year. (Id. at 3-475.) If Wabash River unite 2,3. and 5, are shut down, tiiey 

will no longer emit SO2, but Cinergy will retain those allowances for use elsewhere in its 

system, (id. at 3-446, 3-475 to 476, 4-698 to 699.) 
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F. VIOLATIONS AT BECKJORD 

By Order dated September 28,2007 ("Beckjord Order"), this Court concluded that 

Cinergy exceeded limits established fbr particulate matter ("PM") emissions at ite Beckjord 

fecility in violation of both an Administrative Consent Order ("AOC"),̂  a setttement contract 

that Cinergy Corp. had entered into with the Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA"), 

which was effective for the years 1998 through 2000; and an Ohk) State Implementation 

Plan ("Ohio SIP"), a pemnll and statutory obligatton of Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company. 

Docket No. 984, at 2. Specifically, the Court found that Cinergy exceeded PM emissions 

limits on October 12,1999; October 21-22,1999; May 4, 2000; and May 26, 2000. Id. In 

addition, tiie Court concluded that Plaintiffe could hold each party liable under the two sete 

of obligations because, in essence, the duties thereunder were separate. Id. at 4-5. Since 

the Beckjord Order issued, the parties have stipulated that the various defendant entities 

are jointly responsible for any penalty imposed for the Beckjord violatksns. Docket No. 

1499, at No. 24. 

The Ohio SIP limit for PM emissions from Beckjord units 1 and 2 was 0.1 pounds 

per million BTU. (Remedy Tr. at 2-415.) 

PM emissions at Beckjord units 1 and 2 are controlled by devices known as 

electrostatic precipitators ("ESPs") that were installed on those units in or about 1974. 

(Boots Oct. 16,2008, Dep. at 67-68; Boots Nov. 24,2008, Rule 30(b)(6) Dep. at 150,152-

54.) However, the Beckjord unite have no PM emissions continuous monitoring equipment; 

^The Court notes that the AOC was reached in response to an enforcement 
action brought by EPA for a March 27,1997. PM emissions test feilure at unit 1. 
(Remedy Tr. at 2-414.) In conjunction with the AOC settlement Cinergy paid a 
$63,000.00 penalty, (id. at 2-417 to 418.) 
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rather, compliance is measured through periodic stack tests known as Method 5 tests. 

(Remedy Tr. at 5-1034 to 1035.) Method 5 teste are based on averaging three hours of 

date and are only performed periodically. (Id. at 5-1042 to 1043.) 

The failed emissions test at Beckjord unit 2 in October 1999, was associated with 

a test burn of alternative fuel, which was a mixture of coal and paper pellets. (Id. at 5-

1008.) This was the only time that Beckjord unit 2 burned this alternative fuel. (Id.) 

The parties agree that as a result of the PM emissions teste feilure of October 12, 

1999; May 4,2000; and May 26,2000; unit 1 was not in compliance for twenty-three days. 

(Id. at 2-416 to 417; Defe.' Ex. DR-333.) The parties also agree tf^at as a result ofthe PM 

emissions test feilures of October 21 and 22,1999, unit 2 was not in compliance for two 

days. (Remedy Tr. at2-418to419; Defe.' Ex. DR-333.) At the time of these violations, the 

statJtory maximum penalty was $27,500.00 per day per violation. (Remedy Tr. at 2-417.) 

After each emissions test failure, Cinergy promptly removed the unit from service, 

hired an inspector, and made the changes and/or repairs to the ESPs that the inspector 

recommended, (/d at 5-1000 to 1004.) 

Plaintiffs presented evidence at the remedy phase trial about additional PM 

emissions test failures at Beckjord not addressed by the Beckjord Order. Beckjord unit 1 

failed anotiier PM emissions test in October, 2003. (Id. at 5-1004.) In addition, Beckjord 

unit 2 feiled a PM emissions test in April 2006. (Boots Oct. 16, 2008, Dep. at 68.) 

After the unit 1, October 2003, feilure, Cinergy looked to a different consultant to 

systematically identify the problems associated with the ESP on unit 1. (Remedy Tr. at 5-

1004 to 1007.) Cinergy hired NELS Consulting Services to do a full evaluation of ttie ESP 

on unit 1. (Id. at 5-1005.) NELS perfonned a gas flow evaluation at that time and 
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concluded that it could significantly reduce the emission rate of the ESP through better \ 

distribution ofthe gas flow tiirough tiie precipitator. (Pis." Ex. 2054, at CINERGY1404615.) 

Specifically, NELS recommended improvements in the vertical distribution ofthe air flow 

through the precipitator. (Id. at 1323469.) According to NELS, a 1972 Research-Cottrell 

study had suggested to Cinergy that horizontal flow tiirough the precipitator was excellent 

however, vertical distribution was poor. (Id. at C1NERGY1323472.) As a result ofthe poor 

vertical distribution of gas in tiie ESP, gas only hit the top portion of the precipitator. 

(Remedy Tr. at 5-1019 to 1020.) NELS designed a set of baffles and vanes to alleviate this 

problem; Cinergy installed the baffles and vanes in May 2004. (Id. at 5-1006 to 1007.) 

There have been no stack test failures at Beckjord unit 1 since installation ofthe baffles and 
j 

vanes, (/d. at 5-1007.) | 

Beckjord unit 2 failed a PM emissions test in April 2006. (Id. at 5-1009.) In or about 

February 2007, Cinergy installed the baffle and vane system in the unit 2 ESP that it had 

installed in unit 1 in May 2004. (Id.) \ 

The parties agree that PM continuous emissions monitors ("PM CEMS") should and 

could be installed on Beckjonj units 1 and 2. (Id. at 5-1045 to 1046, 5-1086.) Such 
i 
i 

monitors have been installed on a number of coal-fired units. (Id. at 5-1046.) Currentiy, 

the EPA has approved the use of PM CEMS to determine compliance with PM limits for 

coal-fired utilities, at the source's option. (Id. at 5-1047.) However. PM CEMS have a high 

"enror band," meaning they are more susceptible to erroneous readings than other forms 

of testing, (Id at 5-1035, 5-1037 to 1040.) 1 

Cinergy's expert, Richard McRanle ("McRanie"), testified that averaging time is a key \ 

component in any emissions limit (Id. at 5-1043.) "A longer averaging time enables you | 
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to squish the error out of measurement and arrive at the truth," (Id.) Although the EPA 

recommends a 24-hour averaging time, McRanie testified that if PM CEMS were used as 

a compliance measurement tool at Beckjord units 1 and 2, a 30-day averaging time would 

be sufficient to "squash the error out" (Id. at 5-1043 to 1044.) 

II. DISCUSSION & LEGAL CONCLUSIONS 

The Court has addressed the available remedies in this case in at least four orders. 

See Docket Nos. 647, 984,1440,1524. It is with that backdrop that tiie Court concludes 

the following. 

A. REMEDIES FOR VIOLATION OF THE CAA AT WABASH RIVER 

On November 1,2005, this Court concluded that 28 U.S.C. § 2462 ban^d Plaintiffe' 

claims for civil penalties for violations of the CAA. In so concluding, the Court declined 

Plaintiffe' invitation to revisit this Court's decision in United States of America v. Southern 

Indiana Gas & Electric Co., No. IP 9901692-C-M/F, 2002 \NL 1760752 (S.D. Ind. July 26, 

2002) ("SIGECC), in which it held that a violation of the CAA's preconstruction permit 

regulations is complete at the time the construction project is completed. Id. at *8. 

However, in the November 1, 2005. Order the Court declined Cinergy's invitation to apply 

the statute of limitations in 28 U.S.C. § 2462 to bar Plaintiffe' claims for equitable relief 

because the equitable relief sought by Plaintiffe was merely compensation for the injury 

caused by Cinergy's violation of the CAA and was not a penalty. Docket No. 647, at 8-9. 

This ruling implied that injunctive relief in the form of mitigation or remediation fi3r past hann 

caused by the violation would be available. 
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The Court clarified ite view on this issue by Order dated Octot)er 14, 2008. See 

United States v. Cinergy Corp., 582 F. Supp. 2d 1055 (S.D. Ind. 2008) (cited to herein as 

Cinergy ll\ refenred to herein as "Scope of Remedies Order"). Relying upon Porter v. 

Warner Holding Co., 328 U.S. 395 (1946). and ite progeny, the Court concluded that the 

remedy provision of the CAA applicable to Cinergy's NSR violations at Wabash River did 

not limit the Court's equitable power to provide remedies for past violations. Cinergy II, 582 

F. Supp. 2d, at 1060-62. Specifically, the Court stated: 

[l]n this case an order requiring [Cinergy] to take actions that remedy, 
mitigate, and offset harms caused to the public and the environment by [ite] 
past C/\A violations would seem to give effect to the CAA's purpose "to 
protect and enhance the quality of the Nation's air resources so as to 
promote the public health and welfare." 42 U.S.C. §7401 (emphasis added). 
See also 42 U.S.C. § 7470 (stating tiie purpose ofthe PSD program is "to 
protect public health and welfare fix»m any actual or potential adverse 
effect . . . from air pollution"). This Court therefore concludes that its 
equitable authority granted by [42 U.S.C. § 7413(b)] includes the authority to 
order relief aimed at redressing the hamns caused by [Cinergy's] established 
violations of the CAA. In other words, this Court's equitable authority is not 
limited to providing prospective relief only. 

/d. at 1061-62. 

In addition, the Court concluded that any ruling on the propriety of any retroactive 

mitigation remedy at that time was premature: 

This Court has indicated that a significant delay between a violation and 
[Plaintiffe'] filing suit may be relevant in detennining whether to grant 
Injunctive relief or other equitable relief at ail. Such a delay may also be 
relevant in detennining the extent of such relief to be awarded. A 
detemnination on these questions awaits the presentation of evidence and 
factual development at trial, however. 

/d. at 1066. 

By Order dated January 7, 2009, the Court confirmed that fraditional principles of 

equity would apply to the Court's consideration of the appropriate injunctive relief in this 
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case. Docket No. 1524, The Court concluded tiiat Weinberger v. Romero-Barcelo, 456 

U.S. 305 (1962), compelled the Court to weigh the equities rather than conclude that the 

Jury's finding of a violation automatically entitied Plaintiffe to injunctive relief. Docket No. 

1524, at 9. See also Sien^ Club v. Franklin County Power of III., LLC, 546 F.3d 918, 935-

36 (discussing the application of traditional injunctive relief analysis after eBay Inc. v. 

MercExchange, L L C , 547 U.S. 388 (2006). to a citizen suit under the CAA), Therefore, 

to determine tiie appropriate relief for Cinergy's violations ofthe CAA at Beckjord, the Court 

will consider (1) whether Plaintiffe have suffered an irreparable injury; (2) whether there are 

inadequate remedies available at law to compensate forthe injury; (3) whether, considering 

the balance of hardships between Plaintiffe and Cinergy, a remedy in equity Is warranted; 

and (4) whether a pemnanent injunction would not disserve the public interest eBay, 547 

U.S. at 391. 

Plaintiffe contend that a multiple-part remedy is warranted for Cinergy's violation of 

ttie NSR provisions of the CAA for the projecte at Wabash River Unite 2. 3, and 5. 

Specifically, Plaintiffe argue for (1) the immediate shutdown of Wabash River unite 2,3, and 

5; and (2) mitigation of the excess emissions from Wabash River unite 2, 3, and 5, by (a) 

installation of BACT on Wabash River unite 4 and 6 (or retirement of unit 4); and (b) over 

a twenty-year period, surrender of SOj allowances corresponding to the total SO2 excess 

emissions. Plaintiffe assert that they have shown significant and in^parable hamn to the 

environment firom emissions from Wabash River unite 2, 3, and 5. The irreparable harm 

includes significant PM2.5 effects that extend tiiroughoutthe Midwest and into the Eastern 

states of New York, New Jersey and Connecticut; ground-level ozone effecte In the same 

regions; acid rain deposition effects in the forested areas of the Midwest; and mercury 
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effects within a 250-mile area of the Wabash River plant. Although closure of Wabash 

River unite 2,3, and 5, would have an immediate positive impact on the healtii effecte from 

those emissions, Plaintiffe argue that the "Court should... craft mitigation tiiat confers the 

maximum environmental benefit related to the kind and degree of the harm from the 

violations." (Pis.' Proposed Concl. of Law, at 36 (citing United States v. Deaton, 332 F,3d 

698, 714 (4* CIr. 2003)).) Thus, Plaintiffe argue, additional future reductions in the same 

airshed are necessary to balance out the pollution that Cinergy never would have emitted 

if it had fi^llowed the law. (td. at 32.) In addition, Plaintiffe suggest that the Court order 

Cinergy to surrender SOg allowances in an amount equal to the total SO2 excess 

emissions, with the total allowance surrender coming prior to 2029, to ensure that 

reductions taken at Wabash River unite 4 and 6, do not result in increased emissions 

elsewhere. (Id. at 38.) According to Plaintiffe, "This ensures tiie best possible nexus 

between the violations and tiie remedy." (Id.) 

Cinergy asserte that, if the Court concludes that Plaintiffe have established 

inseparable harm, it agrees with Plaintiffe that retirement of units 2, 3. and 5, is an 

appropriate remedy. However, Cinergy contends that the most equitable remedy is for 

Cinergy to retire the unite in 2012. In addition, until retirement of the units, Cinergy 

proposes to operate units 2,3, and 5, at a rate approximately equivalent to the pre-project 

emissions levels, or the Rosen baseline levels. Cinergy argues tiiat this solution provides 

the best balance of harms, keeping in mind tiie public interest 

Moreover, Cinergy contends that Plaintiffe' proposed remedial measures have an 

insufficient nexus to Cinergy's violation of the NSR provisions of the CAA. Cinergy asserte 

that the SO2 allowance program is separate and apart from its obligations under the NSR 
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provisions and one should not be used to remedy the other. (Cinergy Proposed Findings 

of Fact & Concl. of Law, at 65-67.) In addition, because Plaintiffe have dropped their claims 

against Cinergy for any violations at Wabash River units 4 and 6, Cinergy avers that 

Plaintiffe should not be allowed to achieve through mitigation what they chose not pursue 

in court In other words, there is no nexus between the Jury's findings tiiat Cinergy violated 

the NSR on projecte at Wabash River unite 2, 3, and 5, and pollution controls on Wabash 

River units 4, and 6. (Id. at 66-67.) Furthermore, Cinergy argues that to the extent that it 

should have to mitigate any "excess emissions," retirement of unite 2, 3, and 5, will 

accomplish tiiat task; any attempt to put controls on unite 4 and 6 (with combined, yeariy 

emissions nearly double that of unite 2, 3, and 5, collectively), exceeds the scope of the 

violations. (Id. at 67.) 

1. Plaintiffe Proved Irreparable Inlurv & Inadequate Remedies at Law 

At tiie outeet, the Court must note that it declines Cinergy's invitation to decide on 

the appropriate remedy in a piecemeal fashion. Throughout the remedy phase Cinergy 

separately analyzed the prospective remedy of shutdown of Wabash River units 2,3, and 

5, from the mitigation remedy of controls on Wabash River units 4, and 6, coupled with 

sun^ender of SOg allowances equivalent to tiie excess emissions fi'om Wabash River units 

2,3, and 5, from the date of the projecte to the present Cinergy fails to recognize that the 

appropriateness of each of these remedies depend upon Plaintiffe' showing of an 

irreparable injury and an inadequate remedy at law, as well as the balance of harms, 

including the public interest, weighing in Plaintiffs' favor. The proof Is the same; the 
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question is whether the equities warrant all of the relief Plaintiffe request If they proved the 

first two elemente. 

That being said, the Court concludes thatthe evidence of environmental hann from 

non-pemnitted SO2 emissions and, to a lesser extent, NO^ emissions, from Wabash River 

units 2,3, and 5, firom the date ofthe project through 2007, compels a finding of inseparable 

injury for which ttiere is no adequate remedy at law. There is no dispute that the Jury in 

this matter concluded that Cinergy violated tiie NSR provisions of the CAA when it 

unreasonably failed to expect a net increase of 40 tons or more of either SOj and/or NO. 

emissions as a proximate result ofthe refuriDishment projects at Wabash River unite 2, 3, 

and 5. 

The Court was persuaded by Plaintiffe' expert. Dr. Fox, that at the time of the 

Wabash River projecte, LAER for SO2 control was an FGD with a 95% removal efficiency. 

(Remedy Tr. at 2-307.) Cinergy presented little and unpersuasive evidence to contradict 

Dr. Fox that an FGD with a 95% removal efficiency was running at a coal-fired generating 

unit in the United States at the time of the projecte with reportedly good, if not great, 

success. (Id. at 2-318 to 319.) In addition, there was published literature on the subject 

and the manufacturer of the unit that was already mnning had applied for a patent for an 

FGD with a 99% removal efficiency. (Id. at 2-319 to 320.) As such, tfie Court can only 

conclude that LAER for SO2 removal at ttie time of the projecte was, at a minimum, an FGD 

with a removal efliciency of 95%. 

Rarick's assertion that Cinergy would have applied fiDr a synthetic minor pennit cap 

for SO2 emissions instead of installing LAER at the time ofthe Wabash River projecte is not 

credible. Not only had another coal-fired plant Installed an FGD at tiie time ofthe projecte, 
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there is no evidence that Cinergy had ever or has ever obtained a synthetic minor pennit 

for any coal-fired unit (Peart Oct 30, 2008, Rule 30(b)(6) Dep. at 60.) Cinergy admitted 

that such permits were much more common for combustion turbine units that operate only 

during periods of peak energy demand. (Id. at 60-61.) As Peart testified, coal-fired units, 

such as Wabash River units 2, 3, and 5, are "base-load unite" tiiat Cinergy would "want. 

.. available to operate at all times, so [It is] much more hesitent to restrict their operation," 

as would be required by a syntiietic minor pennit. (Id. at 61.) Peari's testimony Is 

consistent with Cinergy's reasons for undertaking the Wabash River projects in the first 

place—life extension of the base-load unite. For these reasons, the Court concludes that | 

it is unlikely that Cinergy would have sought a synthetic minor pennit cap for SO2 emissions 

at Wabash River units 2, 3, and 5, at tiie time of the projecte. j 
i 

The Court has concluded that LAER for SO2 at the time of the Wabash River unite j 

2, 3, and 5, projects was an FGD with an SO2 removal efficiency of 95%. The Court also 

concludes that Dr. Fox's method for calculating the excess emissions for SO2 as a result 

ofthe projects most accurately reflects the intent ofthe NSR to measure emissions permit 

compliance on an annual basis. Therefore, the Court concludes that the excess SOg 

emissions caused by the projecte at Wabash River unite 2, 3, and 5, total 359,000 tons, in 

the time period from the date ofthe projecte tiirough 2007. 

However, the Court was persuaded by Cinergy's experts, Rarick and DePriest, that 

BACT for NOjt was a low-NO, burner, not an SCR. At the time of the projects, the 

uncontested fact Is that no SCR had been installed on a coal-fired generating unit in the 

United States. (Remedy Tr. at 2-325 to 326,4-889.) Moreover, there was evidence that 
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SCRs on coal-fired unite in Europe and Japan had run into probfems when using high-sulfur 

coals, coal more similar to that available in the United States. (Id. at 2-403,4-559 to 569.) 

In addition, the EPA rule-making commente in June 1991 indicate that even at that 

time SCR was not used in the United States. (Id. at 4-887 to 888, 4-890.) In that 

publication, tiie EPA recommended low-NO^ bumers as BACT for NO^ emissions control. 

(td.) Although never promulgated into a rule, the EPA's commente are strong evidence that 

BACT in 1989 and 1990 for NO^ emissions was low-NO^ bumers, not SCR. 

Cinergy installed low-NO^ burners that would meet an emissions limitation of 0.6 

pounds per million BTU on unit 5 at the time of that project. (Id. at 4-889.) Cinergy 

installed a similar low-NO^ bumer on unit 3 a few years after the modification to that unit 

that is at issue in this case. (Id. at 4-889.) Even with these installations, Cinergy's excess 

emissions of NO^ totaled 4.865 tons, through 2009. (Id. at 5-946 to 947.) 

Like Plaintiffe' expert, Dr. Fox, Cinergy's expert, Rarick, opined that at the time of 

the projecte, installatk>n of BACT tor NO^ emissions would have been the most reasonable 

presumption for how Cinergy would have applied for a pennit at the time ofthe projecte on 

Wabash River unite 3 and 5. (Id. at 5-947 to 948.) The Court has no reason to doubt this 

conclusion and hereby adopts it. 

Given the Court's conclusion that Cinergy's failure to apply for pennlte and install 

LAER for SOj emissions control, and BACT for HOy. emissions conti-ol at the time of the 

Wabash River units 2, 3, and 5, projecte, resulted in 359,000 tons of excess SOj 
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emissions* and 4,865 tons of excess NO^ emissions,® the Court now tums to Plaintiffe' 

proof of irreparable harm caused by these excess emissions. 

The Court is persuaded by Plaintiffe' experts. Dr. Schwartz and Chinkin, that 

secondary PM2.5 formed in the air from emissions of SO2 and, to a lesser extent, NO,,, from 

the Wabash River plant has a significant impact on human health in Indiana, Illinois, 

Wisconsin, Michigan, Ohio, and Kentucky. (Id. at 1-141 to 149,1-138,1-171 to 173.) 

This is evidenced by the relatively high concentrations of secondary PM2.5 in those 

areas as predicted by Chinkin's CMAQ and CAMx models. (Id.) Although those predicted 

levels do not by themselves approach the NAAQS, they are significant because the 

NAAQS is a regional standard that measures the PM2.5 total from all sources within the 

region. (Id. at 1-118, 1-194 to 197, 3-634 to 637.) The Court found credible Chinkin's 

statement that the annual excess emissions from Wabash River unite 2, 3, and 5, alone 

would rank among the top 5% of sources of SO2 pollution In the Eastern United States and 

would have a substantial and meaningful impact on the PM2.5 concentration in 

nonattainment areas. (Remedy Tr. at 1-212. 1-118, 1-194 to 197.) Hayes, one of 

Cinergy's experts, testified that the annual excess emissions of SO2 is equivalent to the 

SO2 emissions from all other sources of the gas in the State of Indiana. (Id. at 3-641.) 

And, the Wabash River annual excess SO2 emissions is approximately two times that of 

the total annual SO2 emissions from all point sources in all six counties of the Dayton 

'*These excess emissions were calculated by Plaintiffs' expert. Dr. Fox, from the 
date of the projecte through 2007. (Remedy Tr. at 2-230 to 231.) 

^These excess emissions were testified to by Cinergy's expert, Rarick, from the 
date of the projecte through 2009, (Id. at 5-946 to 947.) 
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Regional Air Pollution Control Agency, which is in a nonattainment area within the relevant 

geography of the Wabash River plant (Id. at 2-242 & 2-321.) Reductions in secondary 

PM2.5 ofthe magnitude of that contributed by the annual excess emissions from Wabash 

River Unite 2, 3, and 5, could effect the nonattainment status of several communities 

including Dayton, Ohio. (Id. at 2-225.) These opinions and figures, that the Court adopte, 

evidence that Cinergy's un-permitted emissions are quantitatively significant The 

measurable secondary PM2.5 firom emissions at the Wabash River plant extend as far as 

New Yori<, New Jersey and Connecticut (Id. at 1-141,1-143 to 147.) Although tiie effecte 

in these states are less severe than the effecte closer to the Wabash River plant, any 

reduction in PM2.5 forniation could impact a region's attainment status. (Id. at 2-259.) 

The relevant public health advisory groups agree that PM2.5 causes decreased lung 

function, increased prevalence of respiratory symptoms, worsened respiratory infections, 

heart attacks, and earty death. (Id. at 1-49 to 54.) These same groups conclude that there 

is clear and convincing scientific evidence that significant adverse human-health effecte 

occur in response to exposures to PM2.5 at and below the 15 pg/m3 ofthe current annual 

PM2.5 NAAQS. (Id. at 1-50 to 54; Pis.' Ex. 1911.) Because the relationship between the 

does-response curve for PM2.5 and mortality is linear, any reduction in PM2.5 

concentration would have a conBsponding reduction in mortality rate. (Remedy Tr. at 1-50 

to 54, 1-85 to 87. See also id at 4-873 to 877.) 

The Court was not persuaded by Cinergy's expert that the HAPS report and TERA 

report indicate that SO2 and NO^ emissions have no adverse health efi^cte tor the reasons 

stated in the Factual Background section of this Order. Cinergy also argues that Plaintiffe' 

data is not particularized enough to wanrant a finding that excess emissions from Wabash 
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River had significant detrimental environmental effects because the PM2.5 CMAQ and 

CMAx model numbers are small compared to the NAAQS. But as stated eariier, the 

NAAQS is not the standard against which a single source is measured. Rather, the 

NAAQS is a regional limit for PM2.5 firom all sources within that region. (Id. at 1-197,3-634 

to 637.) The uncontroverted evidence is that the annual SO2 excess emissions from 

Wabash River units 2,3, and 5, not only exceed the 40-ton threshold in the NSR provisions 

ofthe CAA, those excess emissions alone could be ranked in the top 5% of all contributors 

to the NAAQS in the Eastern United States. (Id. at 1-212.) By any measure, the negative 

effecte fi^om such pollution is significant. 

The Court also rejects Cinergy's argument that tiiere can be no excess SOj 

emissions because it always stayed within its limits under tiie SO2 cap and ti-ade program. 

Cinergy's obligations underthe cap and trade program are separate from Ite responsibilities 

under the NSR program. The purpose of the NSR is to ensure that older facilities that 

undergo certain major modifications are brought witiiin tighter emissions standards. 42 

U.S.C. § 7470. Cinergy is required to meet this obligation whether or not it can continue 

to meet ite obligations under the cap and trade program. The responsibility under NSR is 

not fungible like Cinergy's allowances under the cap and trade program. In other words, 

Cinergy cannot escape responsibility tor operating Wabash River units 2,3, and 5, without 

a proper permit as required by the NSR provisions of the CAA because another provision 

of the CAA allows it to look at its total emissions under a regional cap. For this Court to so 

hold would render the NSR provisions superfluous. 

Although the Court did not agree with Plaintiffe assertion that Cinergy's excess NO, 

emissions were in the tens of thousands, Cinergy still emitted excess NOj,. Therefore, the 
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Court concludes that such excess NO^ emissions would cause a negative effect with 

respect to ground level ozone, but not the effects testified to by Chinkin as predicted by the 

CMAQ and CAMx models. 

With respect to Plaintiffe' proof of acidic deposition impacte and mercury impacte, 

the Court concludes that Plaintiffe did not provide sufficient nexus between the relevant 

excess emissions and the negative environmental and health effecte to support a 

conclusion of in^parable harm. 

In summary, the Courtconcludes that Plaintiffe have proven that tiie excess SO2 and 

NO, emissions from Wabash River units 2, 3, and 5, had significant healtti and 

environmental effects in the form of PM2.5 in the states of Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, 

Michigan, Ohio, and Kentjcky. Such health and environmental effects are Irreparable and 

there is no adequate remedy at law. 

2, Equity Demands Shutdown of Wabash River Units 2. 3, and 5. 
No Later Than September 30, 2009 & Surrender of Certain Allowances 

The Court concludes thatthe balance of harms weighs heavily in favor of a relatively 

immediate shutdown of Cinergy's Wabash River unite 2, 3, and 5. When it enacted the 

NSR provisions of the CAA, Congress struck a balance in favor of pollution controls on 

units for which a major modification was expected to result in an increase in net emissions 

of 40 tons or more of either SO2 or NO .̂ 42 U.S.C. §§ 7475(a), 7479(3), 7502(c)(5), 7503, 

7411(a)(4), 7477. Cinergy was aware of this legislation betore it undertook the Wabash 

River units 2,3, and 5, projects. See United States v. Cinergy Corp., 495 F, Supp. 2d 892, 

908-09 (S.D. Ind. 2007). There is no doubt that Cinergy has benefitted from its decision 
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to proceed with ite life extension projects without installing pollution controls on Wabash 

River unite 2,3, and 5: it obtained an additionalapproximatelytA/enty years of service firom 

these "base-load" coal-fired unite. (Pis.' Ex. 1955, at PSI 0083177. PSI 0083172; Pis.' Ex. 

1319, at C1NWA002121-22; Remedy Tr. at 2-271 to 272, 2-300 to 3-02, 2-306, 2-315 to 

317.) 

Moreover, despite a finding of liability tor the VN b̂ash River unite 2, 3, and 5, 

projects by the Jury on May 22, 2008, Cinergy took no action to determine the 

consequences that a decision to close those unite would have on the Terre Haute load 

pocket, or on the broader region. The evidence is clear that Cinergy had already 

determined by that time that installation of pollution control technology on those unite was 

not economical. Eariier in May 2008, Turner submitted testimony to the lURC that Cinergy 

would consider closure ofthe older units, like Wabash River unite 2, 3, and 5, as tighter 

clean air restrictions were implemented. (Pis.' Ex. 1971. at CINERGY 1407877-78; 

Remedy Tr. at 4-720 to 722.) Likewise, at trial, Tumer testified that Cinergy has ruled out 

controlling those unite. (Remedy Tr. at 4-679 to 680.4-730.) Yet, after a finding of liability 

under the NSR with respect to the Wabash River unite and knowing that the alternative was 

to apply for the necessary pemiits or shut down the unite, Cinergy did nothing. It did not 

curtail its emissions from Wabash River units 2,3, and 5; it did not request an Attachment 

Y study from MISO to have answers for the Court at the remedy phase trial about the 

consequences of a decision to immediately shut down those units. 

By its actions, Cinergy has indicated to the Court a failure to respect the balance 

struck by Congress in the NSR and less than due regard tor tiie dispute resolution process 

presided over by this Court. Cinergy's apparent inability to appreciate the relevance of the 
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regulatory scheme and the Jury's verdict was made plain by Turner's testimony. Tumer 

testified that shortly after the Jury rendered its verdict in May 2008, he learned that the 

remedy Plaintiffe sought was either installation of pollution conti'ols or immediate shutdown 

of Wabash River unite 2,3, and 5. (Tumer, Nov. 11,2008, Dep. at 195; Remedy Tr. at 4-

739.) But, the following dialog took place during Turner's deposition on November 11, 

2008, In preparation for the remedy phase trial: 

Q. Okay. In your mind is the shutdown of Unite 2, 3 and 5 betore 2012 
a possibility as a result of this litigation? 

A. - that I think are [sic] not acceptable. 

Q. Okay.... And what steps, in your view, has Duke taken to address 
tiie possibility that Units 2, 3 and 5 could be shut down before 2012 
as a result of a court order? 

A. At this point we are. 1 guess for lack of a better way to say it, we're not 
planning for that to happen. If tiie Court tells us othenwise, we'll have 
to change our plans. 

Q. Okay. An how, in your view, does that show that Duke has acted 
prudently with regard to reliability if it has not done any planning yet 
for the possibility of Unite 2, 3 and 5 being shut down before 2012? 

[A] Well, I think we're being prudent in every way that we're looking at the 
remedy phase of this case and that the remedy we have proposed is 
the most prudent. I'm hoping we are not ordered to do something that 
1 think would be less prudent than - tiian the remedy or the - the - the 
offer that we've made in this case, but if we're ordered to do 
something other than the pmdent remedy tiiat we've carved out here 
or we've proposed, we will quickly assess plans and - and shift gears. 

Q. Okay. I mean, why haven't you assessed the - the reliability impacts 
of shutting down before 2012? 
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[A.] I - 1 think we have a sense of tiie reliability Impacte of shutting down 
before 2012. I don't know that we've done - 1 don't know what kind 
of detailed studies you're looking for, but 1 think we have an 
understanding of it as I believe the MISO witness testified as well, and 
in addition to that we believe, you know, it makes sense to wait until 
Edwanjsport comes on line. 

(Tumer, Nov. 11, 2008, Dep. at 249-50.) Similariy, at the remedy phase tial Tumer 

testified that at the time Cinergy's answers to inten^gatories were filed on October 8,2008, 

Cinergy did not contact MISO to request any kind of reliability study connected to the 

closure of Wabash River unite 2, 3, and 5. (Remedy Tr. at 4-729.) Specifically, Tumer 

testified: 

A . . . We would not have asked MISO in 2008 to conduct tiiat stijdy for 
a 2012 shutdown. 

Q Because you decided 2012 was the right date for the shutdown, right? 

A I decided it was the most appropriate remedy, 

(/d at 4-729.) 

Cinergy's move in December 2008 to curtail its emissions from Wabash River unite 

2, 3, and 5, in 2009 comes too late to mitigate the consequences of the Jury's and the 

Court's conclusion that Cinergy has failed to appreciate the significance of ite decision to 

Ignore the balance struck by Congress in the NSR provisions of the CAA. Cinergy has 

emitted several hundred thousand tons of excess emissions since the date of the projecte 

and, even faced with a Jury verdict against it, Cinergy did nottiing to account tor its actions 

except propose a plan in its own best intereste and one that comporte closely to its own 

business plan. All of these factors weigh in favor of immediate shut down of Wabash River 

2. 3, and 5. 
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The Court is mindfiji, however, that the MISO report raises some legitimate reliability 

concerns if Wal)ash River unite 2, 3, and 5, are immediately shut down. However, the 

evidence supporte a conclusion that Cinergy has been aware ofthe need to upgrade the 

Dresser substation by installing a third transfomner because it had planned to supply power 

through that station firom ite new Edwardsport, Indiana, plant (Remedy Tr. at4-662,4-674, 

4-686,4-690 to 692.) Moreover, the MISO report indicates that MISO's reliability concems 

are greatest tor the summer months when temperatures are likely to exceed 90 degrees 

Fahrenheit (Defe.' Ex. DR 321, at CINERGY 1665224, CINERGY 1665229; Remedy Tr. 

at 5-967.) The Court must take these concems seriously because reliability of electricity 

in the Terre Haute load pocket could impact the public. Taking this into account in the 

balance, allowing Cinergy to run Wabash River unite 2, 3, and 5, at the Rosen baseline 

levels, which is where Turner currently ordered them to be run, through the summer 

months of 2009, but no longer, would allow Cinergy and MISO time to perfonn a full-blown 

Attachment Y study; and would allow Cinergy to make altemative plans to make upgrades 

to the Dresser substation. 

In addition, the Court concludes that surrender of SO2 emission allowances 

approximately equal to amount ofS02 excess emissions from Wabash River units 2,3, and 

5, in tiie period from May 22, 2008, to September 30,2009, as an additional remediation 

measure is appropriate. The Court considers three factors when it evaluates remediation 

measures: (1) whether the measure "'would confer maximum environmentel benefits;'" (2) 

whether the measure is "'achievable as a practical matter;'" and (3) whether the measure 

bears "*an equitable relationship to the degree and kind of wrong it is intended to remedy.'" 
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United States v. Deaton, 332 F.3d 698, 714 (4* Cir. 2003) (quoting United States v. 

Cumberland Farms of Conn., Inc., 826F.2d 1151. 1164(1** Cir. 1987)). 

Under Plaintiffs' remedy proposal, ttie surrender of SO2 emission allowances was 

tied to their mitigation proposal that the Court require Cinergy to install BACT on unite 4 and 

6, to further reduce tiie emissions in the Wabash River region and to ensure tiiat Cinergy 

does not benefit fi'om installation of pollution control technology on those unite. The Court 

agrees with Cinergy tiiat Plaintiffs' mitigation proposal does not bear an equitable 

relationship to the degree and kind of harni it is intended to remedy. There is no dispute 

that Wabash River units 4 and 6 have combined emissions that are twice that of units 2, 

3, and 5, combined. (Remedy Tr. at 1-177 to 178, 3-632.) For the Court to order Cinergy 

to install pollution control technology on those units woukl far exceed any mitigation remedy 

justified by Plaintiffe evidence of inreparable hamn. Plaintiffs have not proven tiiat Cinergy 

violated any CAA provisions with respect to unite 4 and 6. Therefore, it is tiie Court's view 

that imposition of such a remedy is punitive in nature and the Court has already determined 

that such remedy is not available to Plaintiffe for Cinergy's violations of the NSR for the 

projects at Wabash River unite 2,3, and 5, Thus, any sun-ender of SO2 allowances that is 

tied to installation of pollution conttols on unite 4 and 6 is also a penalty without sufficient 

nexus to the violatton to be considered mitigation. 

On the other hand, by closing Wabash River units 2,3, and 5, in the relatively near 

ftjture, Plaintiffe and the public will enjoy a significant reduction in SOj and NO^ emissions 

in the region. The Court's remedy will require Cinergy to retire units 2, 3, and 5, at least 

three years sooner ttian it would have otherwise, and likely more years eariier given 

Turner's testimony that absent this law suit Cinergy did not plan to shut down those units. 
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(Remedy Tr. at 4-675.) This is a significant step toward remediation by iteell However, 

surrender of SO2 allowances tied to excess emissions firom Wabash River units 2, 3, and 

5, for the time period after the Jury determined liability and until Septemt>er 30, 2009, the 

date upon which the Court has ordered herein for shutdown to occur, would further confer 

an environmental benefit to the region, and t>ears an equitable retatfonship to the degree 

of harm it is designed to remedy. Pemnanent sun'ender of SO2 allowances confers an 

environmental benefit to the region that has been hamned by the over 350,000 tons of 

excess SO2 emissions from Wabash River units 2, 3, and 5, over the past twenty years. 

Such a surrender would mitigate, in part, the excess emissions from Wabash River 2, 3, 
i 

and 5, in the year 2008, and mitigate the excess emissions from those unite in some \ 

fraction of the previous years. Moreover, despite Cinergy's protestations othen//ise, ' 

surrender of allowances has been used in other cases as part of consent decrees in suite 

by the EPA against power plant owners. See, e.g., United States v. Am. Elec. Power Sen/. \ 
1 

Corp., Consent Decree, at I f 70-84, 91-99 (available at | 
i 
i 

epa.gov/compliance/resources/decrees/civil/caa/americanelecticpower-cd.pdf). Because 

such a sun^nder is tied to the facility and unite for which Plaintiffe have proven Cinergy 

liable, there is, as coined by Plaintiffe, an "elegant nexus" between the surrender of this 

specific numtser of allowances and the harm caused by Cinergy's SO2 excess emissions 

from Wabash River unite 2, 3, and 5. 

The fact that Plaintiffe waited until 1999 to file this law suit does not change the 

Court's conclusion that shut down of Wabash River units 2,3, and 5, should come as soon 

as possible rather tiian on Cinergy's time table or that surrender of some SO2 allowances 

is equitable. The Court recognizes tiiat Plaintiffe claims were filed approximately ten years 
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after tiie projecte at issue. However, this fact cannot render insignificant Cinergy's decision 

to perfonn life-extension projecte at ite older unite without making any kind of prediction of 

the potential for Increased emissions fi'om those unite as required by the NSR provisions 

of the CAA. Cinergy has benefitted fi'om nearly twenty years of additional sen/ice from 

Wabash River units 2, 3, and 5; Plaintiffe' delay in filing suit does not outweigh the 

seriousness of Cinergy's NSR violations. 

Finally, although the Court considered tiie public interest when it decided the 

appropriate time table for tiie shutdown of Wabash River units 2, 3, and 5, the Court will 

briefly address Cinergy's argument that the cost of Plaintiffs' proposed remedy will affect 

its ratepayers. The Court recognizes that any remedy that does not coincide with Cinergy's 

business plan wNl adversely affect Cinergy's bottom line. In addition, it is possible that for 

certain types of remedies, Cinergy may be allowed to petition the Indiana Utility Regulatory 

Commission for rate changes to pay forthose remedies. In these difficult economic times, 

the Court cannot ignore those possibilities. However, the Court also cannot ignore tiie 

Jury's verdict ttiat Cinergy violated the NSR when it did not seek a pennit or take action to 

install LAER for SO2 emissions controls and BACT for NO,, emissions controls at the time 

of the Wabash River unite 2,3, and 5, projecte. Plaintiffe have proven irreparable harm to 

human healtii and the environment as a result of Cinergy's violations. The Court's remedy 

attempte to balance the need to redress the harm caused by Cinergy's violation with both 

Cinergy and its ratepayer's needs to control coste and is significantly less onerous than the 

remedy proposed by Plaintiffe. 

In summary, for its viotation of the NSR provisions of the CAA for its four projects 

at Wabash River units 2,3, and 5, as found by the Jury in tiiis matter on May 22,2008, the 
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Court concludes that the equities weigh in favor of an injunction. The following injunctive 

relief is appropriate: 

1. Cinergy shall shut down Wabash River unite 2,3, and 5, no later tiian 
September 30, 2009; 

2. Cinergy shall run Wabash River units 2, 3, and 5, at a rate that does 
not exceed the Rosen baseline emissions until the time it shute down 
those unite; unless Cinergy can show the Court good cause for 
running those unite above said baseline; and 

3. Cinergy shall surrender, pemnanentiy, SO2 emission allowances in an 
amount approximately equal to the amount of SO2 emissions fi'om 
Wabash River units 2,3, and 5, from the period beginning on May 22, 
2008, through shut down of those unite on September 30, 2009. 

B. REMEDIES FOR PM VIOLATIONS AT BECKJORD 

Plaintiffe contend that tiie appropriate remedy for Cinergy's four violations at 

Beckjord units 1 and 2 is for Cinergy to install a PM CEMS as a compliance measurement 

tool, with a 30-day averaging time. Plaintiffs argue that tills remedy comports with the 

EPA's standard to use any credible evidence to detemiine whether a source is in violation 

of permitted limite. See 40 C.F.R. § 52.12(c). In addition, Plaintiffs assert that the 

appropriate penalty for the Beckjord PM violations is the statutory maximum penalty of 

$1.32 million. Plaintiffe calculated this amount by adding (a) the product of the statutory 

maximum penalty of $27,500.00 per day times twenty-ttiree days, the number of days that 

Cinergy Corp. violated tiie AOC; to (b) the product of the statutory maximum penalty of 

$27,500.00 per day times twenty-five, the number of days that Cincinnati Gas & Electric 

violated the Ohio SIP. (Pis.' Proposed Conct. of Law, at 49.) Plaintiffe argue that such a 

penalty comports with the purposes of the penalty provisions of the CAA, which include 
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retribution, deterrence, and restitution. See Tull v. United States, 481 U.S. 412, 422 

(1987). Plaintiffe contend that none of the evidence adduced at trial warrante a reduction 

from the maximum penalty. 

Cinergy asserts that tiie maximum penalty is not wan'anted because of ite good faith 

efforte to comply with ite permit obligations. Specifically, Cinergy argues that as soon as 

it became aware of each violation it shut down the unit, hired inspectore, and implemented 

the repairs and/or changes recommended by the outside inspector. In addition, Cinergy 

spent considerable time and money assessing the appropriate modifications to tiie ESPs 

and implemented those changes. Since making those changes, Cinergy argues, there 

have been no PM violations at Beckjord. In addition, Cinergy avers that by addressing the 

problems quickly, the seriousness of the violations was minimized. In total, Cinergy 

contends that tiie factors way against application of the maximum penalty. Furthermore, 

Cinergy argues that Plaintiffs seek a double penalty for identical violations of the Ohio SIP 

and the AOC at Beckjord unit 1. The parties have now stipulated that the various Cinergy 

entities are jointly responsible for any penalty assessed for violations at Beckjord; therefore, 

Cinergy asserte that there is no reasonable justification for a double penalty. 

According to the Seventh Circuit, when considering fines under the CAA, tiie Court 

should "generally presume that the maximum penalty should be imposed." United States 

V. B&Wlnv. Props., 38 F.3d 362. 368 (7*' Cir. 1994). However, tiie Court 

shall take into consideration (in addition to such other factors as justice may 
require) the size fo the business, the economic impact ofthe penalty on the 
business, the violator's full compliance history and good faith efforte to 
comply, the duration ofthe violation as established by any credible evidence 
(including evidence other than the applicable test method), payment by the 
violator of penalties previously assessed for tiie same violation, the economic 
benefit of noncompliance, and the seriousness ofthe violation. 
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42 U.S.C. § 7413(e)(1). The Court has considerable discretion to detemnine the proper 

weight for each factor. B&Wlnv. Props., 38 F.3d at 368. Furtiiemnore, a penalty may be 

assessed for each day of violation. 42 U.S.C. § 7413(e)(2). 

The Court concludes that tiie statutory maximum penalty should apply to Cinergy's 

violation of the Ohio SIP, but additional recovery under the AOC would not serve the 

interests of justice in this case. Despite Cinergy's avowal tfiat it made good faitti efforts to 

ensure that its ESPs on Beckjord unite 1 and 2 worthed property, and to make necessary 

upgrades of the equipment to improve air flow through the unit to improve results, it took 

Cinergy four years to implement the key change in vertical airflow to the ESP on unit 1. 

Although the 1972 study that suggested that vertical airflow was a problem is not 

conclusive, a history of successive failures in 1999 and 2000 at unit 1 should have 

prompted Cinergy to delve deeper into the problems with the ESPs. Moreover, after 

discovering Uie vertical airilow problem on the unit 1 ESP in late 2003, Cinergy waited until 

unit 2 failed another test in April 2006 to consider making the necessary vertical airflow 

adjustnente to the ESP on unit 2. In fact, Cinergy waited until February 21D07 to implement 

such improvements on the unit 2 ESP. 

Although Cinergy contends that ite prompt actions once it learned of a violation 

reduces the seriousness of the violation, such a view fails to consider that Method 5 is not 

a continuous monitoring measurement. Rather, it is a spot-check ofthe average of three 

hours worth of emissions. Such a method does not account for the potential that Cinergy 

violated the Ohio SIP at other times during which no test was perfonned. 

The Court notes that Cinergy's violations at unit 2 in 1999 could have been caused 

by its test burn of an alternative fuel. There Is no evidence, however, that Cinergy alerted 
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any regulatory authority about ite test burn or negotiated any kind of pennit variance during 

the test burn that would have mitigated the seriousness of a two-day violation. 

The Court is not convinced, however, that penalizing tiie indivkJual defendants under 

each ofthe agreements is just given the parties' stipulation that all ofthe Cinergy defendant 

entities are jointiy liable for the PM violations at Beckjord units 1 and 2. As Plaintiffs point 

out, the purposes of the CAA penalty provisions include retribution, deterrence, and 

restitution. See Tu//, 481 U.S. at 422. Requiring the Cinergy entities to pay the maximum 

daily penalty for all violations under the Ohio SIP serves all of these purposes. 

Turning now to the appropriate injunctive relief, the parties largely agree that the 

Court should require Cinergy to install PM CEMS on Beckjord units 1 and 2 for continuous 

emissions monitoring. The Court agrees that the evidence presented at the remedy phase 

trial supports a conclusion that continuous emissions monitoring is an appropriate remedy 

for Cinergy's violations of the Ohio SIP and the AOC. There is little doubt that the harm 

caused by violation of emissions limits is irreparable, and the Court so concludes. In 

addition, monetary penalties cannot deter completely the harm caused by Cinergy's 

multiple violations of emissions limite. As a result continuous emissions monitoring like 

that provided by PM CEMS is a logical remedy to ensure that Cinergy complies with the 

Ohio SIP. The Court notes, however, that using a PM CEMS as a compliance 

measurement tool on a daily basis is inappropriate given the evidence that the device has 

a high error band. The Court found this evidence credible. Pursuant to these findings, the 

Court concludes that the use of the PM CEMS on Beckjord unite 1 and 2 for compliance 

purposes is appropriate only if the averaging time is thirty days. (Remedy Tr. at 5-1043 to 

1044.) 
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In summary, the Court concludes that Cinergy must pay the maximum statutory 

penalty of $27,500.00 per day, for twenty-five days of violation of the Ohio SIP; the 

Intereste of justice make an additional penalty under the AOC excessive. In addltton, 

Cinergy shall fc»e required to install a PM CEMS for continuous PM emissions monitoring 

on Beckjord unite 1 and 2. The PM CEMS devices shall be used for compliance purposes 

only if a thirty-day averaging time is used. 

ML CONCLUSION & ORDER 

For the reasons stated herein, the Court ORDERS the following: 

As the remedy for defendants', Cinergy Corp., PSI Energy, Inc., and the Cincinnati 

Gas & Electric Company, violation ofthe New Source Review provisions ofthe Clean Air 

Act as found by the Jury on May 22, 2008, for the following projects: (1) the front wall 

radiant superheater replacement project at Wabash River. Indiana, unit 2 from June 1989 

to July 1989; (2) the high temperature finishing superheater tubes and upper reheater 

tubing assemblies replacement project at Wabash River, Indiana, unit 2 from May 1992 to 

September 1992; (3) the finishing, intermediate, and radiant superheater tubes and upper 

reheat tube bundles replacement project at Wabash River, Indiana, unit 3 firom June 1989 

to October 1989; and (4) the boiler pass and heat recovery actions replacement project at 

Wabash River, Indiana, unit 5from Febmary 1990 to May 1990; defendante, Cinergy Corp., 

PSI Energy, Inc., and the Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company, SHALL: 

1. Shut down Wabash River unite 2, 3, and 5. no later than September 
30. 2009; 

2. Run Wabash River units 2, 3, and 5, at a rate that does not exceed 
the Rosen baseline emissions until the time said unite are shut down; 
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unless defendante can show the Court good cause for mnning those 
unite above said baseline; and 

3. Surrender, pennanentiy, SO2 emission allowances In an amount 
approximately equal to the amount of SO2 emissions from Wabash 
River units 2, 3, and 5, from the period beginning on May 22, 2008, 
through shut down of those units on September 30, 2009. 

As the remedy for defendante', Cinergy Corp., PSI Energy, Inc., and the Cincinnati 

Gas & Electric Company, violation ofthe Ohio State Implementation Plan particulate matter 

emissions limits at Beckjord unite 1 and 2 on October 12,1999; October21-22,1999; May 

4. 2000; and May 26, 2000; as concluded by the Court by Order dated September 28. 

2007, defendants, Cinergy Corp., PSI Energy, Inc., and the Cincinnati Gas & Electric 

Company. SHALL: 

1, Pay to plaintiffe, the United States of America, and plaintiff-
intervenors, the States of New Yori<, New Jersey and Connecticut, 
and the Hoosier Environmental Council and the Ohio Environmental 
Council, a penalty in the total amount of $687,500.00; 
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2. Install a particulate matter continuous emissions monitor on Beckjord 
unite 1 and 2 as soon as practical. Said particulate matter continuous 
emissions monitors shall be used for compliance purposes only If a 
thirty-day averaging time is used. 

There being no just reason for delay, the Court shall enter partial final judgment on 

plaintiffs, the United States of America, and plaintiff-inten/enors', the States of New York, 

New Jersey and Connecticut and the Hoosier Environmentel Council and the Ohio 

Environmental Council, claims that defendants, Cinergy Corp., PSI Energy, Inc., and the 

Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company, violated tiie New Source Review provisions of tiie 

Clean Air Act witii respect to the projects on Wabash River unit 2, 3, and 5, as finally 

resolved herein. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 29* day of May, 2009. 

LARRY J. McKINNEY, JUDGE 
United States District Court 
Southern District of Indiana 

Distribution attached. 
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Attachment 2 

Duke Energy Ohio 
Case No* 10-1268-EL-RDR 

OCC First Set Interrogatories Revised 
Date Received: October 25,2010 

REVISED OCC-INT-01.012 

REQUEST: 

For each applicable individual plant or project identified in your response to INT-4, what 
were each ofthe federal or state jxidicial or administrative orders, including consent 
orders, and settlements of Notices of Violations, occurring anytime in the past, which, in 
part or in total, required the plants or project capital expenditures that are included in the 
environmental compliance net plant for the current year period of May 31,2009 to May 
31,2010? 

RESPONSE: 

Plant 
Project 
Code Project Name Work Order 

Beckjord 1 

Beckjord 2 

Stuart 

Stuart 

BJOl 1211 PM CEMS Monitor - Unit 1 

BJ021209 PM CEMS Monitor - Unit 2 

STOl 1212 Ul Low Nox Bumers 

STCM1213 U2 Low Nox Bumer & Feeder 

BJ0I1211X 

BJ021209X 

STC74432 

STU74622 

PERSON RESPONSIBLE: Peggy Laub 


